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Dear Readers

Dr. G. K. Dhas 
Editor          

Regards

"Love is a force more formidable than any other, it is invisible- it cannot 
be seen or measured, yet it is powerful enough to transform you in a 
movement, and offer you more joy than any material possession could" 
says Barbara de Angelis. Joy flows in the form  of pleasure, satisfaction, 
happiness, gladness, and enjoyment. It is a feeling of great boundless 
happiness. John keats says ' A thing of beauty is a joy for ever'. It is the 
most intense feeling and  a satisfaction.

Finding joy differs from one to the other. For some it comes when they 
are compassionate, considerate and optimistic in their approaches. For 
some it derives from the nature, the blossoming of the buds in the plants 
in polychrome, the star filled night, writings, singing, flowers, waterways, 
springs, waterfalls, warmness, coolness, sports, art, smiles, laughter, and 
so on and so forth. True joy is a durable fire in the mind, never burning, 
never sick, never dead, never cold, from itself never turning. 

The best way to cheer yourself up is to try to cheer somebody else up, 
attributes Mark Twain. The flowers are a joy to behold, which is a great 
pleasure of delight.

For somebody joy, emenates from swindling, looting, crabing. To the 
desirous incredible wealth is joyous. To Mr. Mukesh Ambani building a 
castle worth Rs.2700 crores, with 600 rooms 4 lakh Sq.ft area, 27 floors, 
3 helipads, - the worlds largest single family house in the poor India is 
joyous. To the hungry getting a food packet provides joy.

"I slept and dreamt that life was joy, I awoke and saw that life was service. 
I acted and behold, service was joy - Rabindranath Tagore. Find joy in 
everything you choose to do in your life. Joy is not in things, it is in us. 
During period of relaxation after concentrated intelectual activity, the 
initiative mind seems to take over and can produce the sudden clarifying 
thoughts which give so much joy and delight. For people of imagination 
nature is joyous. For Mother Teresa feeding the poor, serving the lepers, 
cleaning their wounds, hugging the have nots are joyous. For families a 
happy life is a soft life, for it is only in an astmosphere of  quiet that true 
joy dare live. Life is compassionate, considerate and positive and let us 
find what we love to do and the joy in it.

Let us lead a joyous life, let us do service to the society, let us be friendly  
with our neighbours and all around us which will bring oneness in the 
society and in that amity and oneness the real joy prevails everywhere.

editor's deskeditor's desk
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As April heat starts to pierce the skin
And perspiration becomes a torrent,
Rugged fishermen look soaked in sweat
Bare bellies of the tree climbers glisten,
‘Lungis’ from their muscular waists 
Hang placid with no sign of undue flutter,
Air molecules float still in deathly calm
Sea surface is smooth and mirror-like,
All eyes turn hopefully to southwest sky
To discern the churn of five elements 
In the horizon afar, over the near sea;
Come end of May or the early June 
Something in the air starts to buzz
Heavy air melts into a gentle breeze.
Advance scouts of white fluffy clouds
Scattered loose, then in dense packs
Survey little islands from many angels;
Breeze graduates to a good fine wind,
Occasionally acquiring ferocity of gush 
Small waves put on foamy whitecaps,
All too sudden and in ominous speed
Steel grey clouds capture the dark sky
Filled with the scent of distilled water 
Maiden drops land upon foreheads
Tingling uncovered skins of forearms 
Then maturing into showers of fat rains;
Fear of Nature’s Big Things to come
Eerily engulfs the body and the bones.
Glottis gets stuck in pondering throats 
Wondering what might lie in the big lap
Of unfathomable Oceans surrounding 
Or in the bosom of wide impalpable sky,
Tall waves shake the peace of lagoons
Sea heaps up, streaks off the breakers,
Wind specializes into storm of violence 
Tall coconuts swing yielding to wind 
Palms rustle wild beseeching mercy,
Thunders drown roar of gloomy gale
Lightening frightens the lonely shores;
Structures vulnerable, creatures pathetic,
Monster monsoon’s surreal stranglehold
Cuts off the isles from rest of the planet.
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Golden words

Healthy Mind and Body are mandatory for 
life journey of 100 years. Unfortunately 

millions succumb in the middle due to negative 
Stress and Life Style. 

Cardiovascular disease(CVD) causes 29% of all 
deaths globally-“17.1 million” each year making 
it the world’s number one killer, with 82% 
occurring in low and middle income countries.

This applies in many folds to Indians as we are 
the most affected - 4 fold than Westerners, 10 
fold than Chinese and 20 fold than Japanese. 
India being the capital of Heart attack, yearly 30 
million Indians sustain Heart attack of which 90 
succumb every hour, alarmingly shared by 25 to 
30 year olds. 

Efforts to fight CVD rest not only with policy 
makers and doctors, but also with individuals 
throughout the world. Heart attack is a life style 
disease and is preventable. Life style is nothing 
but the behavior of an individual driven by 
mindset.

Stress is an inevitable reaction of our Mind 
and Body to the environment of our existence. 
Keeping the stress pendulum at its positive side 
by our intellect-“happiness from all happenings” 
fulfills our journey.

Contrary to this, when the pendulum swings to 
the negative side by our ignorance, dispels the 
easiness resulting in dis-ease. 

The personality of an Individual varies with 
one’s mind set.

The negative personalities are--

Type “A” Aggressive , Anxious,  Avaricious,  
Agitated, Angry

Type “C”  Compressed, Concealed, Not 
Communicative

Type  “D” Depressed, Distressed, Dissatisfied

Type  “E” Exchanging personality between A, C 
and D

Mind decides the position of the stress 
pendulum either positive or negative and 
accordingly triggers a positive or negative 
psycho-neuro- humoro-viscero-immune chain 
reaction.

If the pendulum swings to the negative side,it 
triggers a negative psycho-neuro-humoro-
Viscero-immune chain reaction ending in excess 
pumping of fright, flight and fight hormones 
(adrenaline, nor-adrenaline and cortisol) into 
the circulation, resulting in High blood pressure, 
Diabetes- mellitus, elevation of hepatic bad 
cholesterol – (endogenous  LDL) and decrease 
in good cholesterol – HDL and also paves way to 
the release of excess of oxygen free radicals like 
super oxide, hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide 
which damage all body tissues.

The negative stress indulges in overeating, 
resulting in obesity, pushing them to sedentary 
life, smoking, alcohol abuse, Gastric ulcer, 
Asthma, many skin diseases, and even cancers.

for Hearty Health.
“Mind your Heart”

 Healthy Heart
Prof. Dr.V. Chockalingam, M.D. (Med.) D.M.

(Cardiology), F.I.S.E. (IND)

whenever there is a hard job to be done, I assign it to a lazy man; 
he is sure to find an easy way of doing it.              - Walter Chrysler
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Golden words

On the other hand, the Positive Personality:

Type “B”- Be Positive, Be Calm, Be Happy & 
Blissful, triggers 

Positive chain reaction and secretes well being 
hormones like Endorphin, melatonin and 
Serotonin, leading to hearty health.

Negative Stress chain reaction

The negative stress finally culminates in the 
narrowing of coronary arteries by the following 
three mechanisms either independently or in 
combination resulting in heart attack.

1. Narrowing of coronary arteries by 
atheromatous plaque – deposit of excess 
cholesterol.

2. Erosion or rupture of the plaque resulting in 
instantaneous blood clot – atherothrombosis.

3. Acute coronary spasm – sudden temporary 
cessation of heart’s blood supply.

By keeping the stress pendulum to the positive 
side, it enhances the secretion of hormones of 
well being such as endorphins, melatonin and 
serotonin, setting in motion the above negative 
chain into effective positive chain reaction.

The immediate implementation of the following 
10 commandments for the pleasant life journey 

of more than 100 years…. “healthy heart - 
hearty health”!

Prevention & Cure of Ischaemic Heart Disease

1. Positive attitude with balanced approach to 
life, avoiding negative mental stress and strain

2. Healthy balanced  food intake of at least  5 
servings of fruits and vegetables a day, avoiding 
saturated fats and trans fatty acids to maintain 
normal blood Glucose and Lipids.

3.  Regular aerobic exercise of 30 minutes / day 
or a minimum of 100 hrs/year.

4. Regular Yogasana and Pranayama.

5. Regular Meditation of 20 minutes/day or a 
minimum of 100 hrs/year

6. Maintenance of optimal body weight (body 
mass index below 25) especially avoiding 
abdominal obesity.
                                         weight in kilograms
BMI =                             _________________

( kg/m² )                               height in meters²

7. Avoid excess salt intake to maintain normal 
blood pressure.

8. No to tobacco in any form including passive 
smoking

9. No to alcohol

10.  Include physical activity in your working 

Nobody grows old merely by living a number of years. We grow old by deserting our ideals. 
Years may wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul. - Samuel Ullman.
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Golden words

schedule - cycle to work if possible, take the 
stairs, and go for a walk during lunch breaks.

In doing so, all your numbers will become 
less than 100 (mean BP<100mmHg, 
LDL cholesterol<100mg, fasting blood 
glucose<100mg,Waist circumference<100cms)
and  your life will be more than 100 years.     

The above play a vital role in primordial and 
primary prevention of Heart attack as well as 
in reversing the blocked coronary arteries, 
however severe it may be, in the course of 6 to 
12 months. Coronary interventions like stenting 
and coronary bypass surgery are only temporary 
measures & the permanent remedy is only by 
effective, positive life style modification.

Life is like a Rainbow.

We are like a rainbow-Which appears and 
disappears. Enjoy it from a distance and so also 
life. Be an observer of your own.

1. The 7 colors of characters.

• Humanity

• Humility

• Honesty

• Holistic

• Humorous

• Hard working 

• Helping others

With all the above,plus an “yielding” nature, 
makes life like a Rainbow.

2. Nature’s gift of 7 colors in the skin of 
Vegetables and Fruits are potent antioxidants to 
prevent heart attack, stroke and many cancers.

3. Be regular in aerobic Exercises of any 7- Like 
walking, jogging, cycling, swimming, out-door 
games, yoga and in addition Meditation.

If you ignore the above rule of seven, your 
cupboard will be full of Capsules, Tablets, Syrups 
and Injections of seven colors of Rainbow. 

“He Wants more, more, still more,till he is no 
more”

“Everything is fast— fast communication, Fast 
food, fast travel, fast life ..…Heart beats faster 
and Life ends faster”

The World Heart Day (WHD) is celebrated 
on the last Sunday of every year.  The aim of 
WHD is prevention of Heart attack (Ischaemic 
heart disease –IHD) in all its stages- primordial, 
primary, secondary and tertiary.

The 3 mantras for healthy heart are 

1. Be positive in thinking.

2. Be healthy in eating.

3. Be adequate in exercising

“Live life better” 

  Temper takes you to trouble. Pride keeps you there.          -  Anon

8 April 2015
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Golden words

Watching anything obscene was always 
prohibited by our parents. And as 

you know when it is restricted we become 
more curious to know what it is all about. 
Pornography was such obscene restricted 
area. Pornography can be presented in variety 
of media. Pornography is a display of sexual 
matter to have sexual arousal. We see a lot of 
youth getting entangled in this pornographic 
trap, that’s because it looks quite attractive at 
the start but later leaving one in depression.

How Youth Get Attracted To Pornography

The major reason how the youth get attracted 
to pornography would be their exposure 
to most sophisticated electronic items like 
Smartphones, Tablets, more so, getting these 
electronic gadgets connected to unlimited 
internet access. The youth is seen more 
frequently accessing the net for wrong reasons. 
Earlier it used to be reading a newspaper a 
must, but today it is accessing the net a must 
and that too for deviant purposes. Youth have 
made their mobiles their scripture, learning 
tricks that are impoverishing ones character. If 
only parents would have restricted their child’s 
usage of internet on Smartphones or their 
mobiles, this wouldn’t have been the case. 

What Pornography Does?

The more one sees pornography there are 
more chances that the person will indulge 
in what one sees that is sexually assaulting 
someone, rape, child molestation. Studies have 
shown that earlier exposure to pornography is 
related to greater involvement in deviant sexual 
practices, especially, rape. Studies have shown 
that one watches pornography either to gratify 

ones sexual desires or to have a stronger effect 
before indulging in sexual activity.

So repeated use of pornography can damage 
ones mental health making one sexually 
deviant, many a times pornographic material 
is used by pedophiles to stimulate children 
to sexual activity or lower a child’s inhibitions 
regarding particular sexual activity.

Excessive and regular exposure to pornography 
results in sexual illnesses and addictions. We see 
a lot of pornographic material being uploaded 
onto the social media and this is giving a very 
wrong message to the youth, that sex without 
responsibility is acceptable and desirable 
which is actually not the case. Exposure to 
pornography can also incite children to act out 
sexually against other children and premature 
sexual activity suggests two possible stimulants 
according to study, they are experience and 
exposure. This goes to say that these children 
are either sexually molested or sexually exposed 
to pornographic materials.

Constant exposure to pornography also leads 
to shaping of attitudes and values like the 
following:

Pornography

-> develope an increased sexual callousness 
toward either sex,

-> began to trivialize rape as a criminal 
offense or no longer considered it a crime at 
all,

-> develope distorted perceptions about 
sexuality,

-> develope an appetite for more deviant, 

a Bane Carlos Luis 

If your freindship is your weakest point,  then you are the strongest person in the world.                                          
                   -    Abraham Lincoln
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Golden words

How to Resolve

First of all the responsibility lies on the parents, 
they must see that their children are restricted 
to usage of internet, constrained in so far as 
they make the best use of the internet. Sex 
education must be given to children so that 
they are oriented well in time. The media too 
must see that it restricts the obscenity that it 
portrays.

More so I think we need to learn to respect one 
another and respect our bodies the temples 
of the Holy Spirit. “Do you not know that you 
are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit dwells 
in you.” The youth today should be oriented 
towards the proper ways of handling their 
sexuality and not resort to pornography to 
satiate their sexual thirsts. 

Why hide the matter that is common to 
every human being. We need to gratify our 
sexual desires and it can be very well done 
by channelizing the same energy in various 
sensible and utilitarian manners. Let’s do 
something worth and change the world for the 
better rather than having everyday a case of 
sexual assault or abuse in the newspapers. 

Get rid of pornography keep your mind away 
from such virus. Install an antivirus that will 
help you think better and greater thoughts.

bizarre, or violent types of pornography 
(normal sex no longer seemed to do the job)

-> devalued the importance of monogamy and 
lacked confidence in marriage as either a 
viable or lasting institution

-> viewed nonmonogamous relationships as 
normal and natural behavior

All hardwork brings a profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty          
                                                                                             - Proverb

HoW doeS tHe  reFriGerator KeeP Food FreSH?
Food remains fresh until the chemical decomposition is caused by the 
preserve micro-organisms. The function of  refrigerator is to maintain 
low temperatures. The activity of  micro organism is considerably 
reduced at lower temperatures and therefore food can remain fresh 
for a considerable length of  time.

why cooking is quicker in a pressure cooker?
The boiling point of  water (or any other liquid) depends upon 
the pressure on its surface. Steam produced inside the cooker 
builds up pressure. Thereby raising the boiling point of  water, 
which results in quick cooking.

                                                            - V.Shanmuganathan
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Mother teresa Forum activities
Krishnagiri Tuition center

Mother Teresa Forum is running free tuition  centers, 
free tailoring centres, free computer centres in several 
parts of the Indian sub continent.

The above photographs are the activities in the Free 
tuition center at Uthankarai, Krishnagiri District  

Tamil Nadu. Mr.R. Shanmugasundaram, the District 
President Mr. Karuna Nidhi, Mr Raman and other 
office bearers of Mother Teresa Forum are giving 
away gift to the  students studying in the Tuition 
centre.
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it is purely charitable and non profit making

Mother News Advertisement Tariff

Money different names !!!has 

In Temple /church it's called (offering), 

in school it's (fee)

in marriage it's called (dowry),

in divorce (alimony),

when u owe someone it's (debt ),

when u pay the government (tax),

 in court (fines), 

 civil servant retirees (pension)

boss to workers (salary), 

master to subordinates (wages),

when u borrow from bank (loan), 

when u offer after a service (tip),

 to kidnappers (ransom),

illegally received in the name of service 
(bribe). 

when a Husband gives it to his Wife 

what do we call it??

Do you know why the windshield is large and the rear-view mirror is small in a car? Because your past is 
not as important as your future. So look ahead and move on.                                           - Anon
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It was the only pen that Varsha had. She could 
not help herself from weeping for that beautiful 

pen pink in colour with charming pictures and ink 
eraser, fell off from the writing table and…… broken. 
This was brought from Bombay by her uncle on her 
birthday. Both her grandpa and grandma tried to 
pacify her by giving new pencils and pens but she 
continued crying until she got a phone call from 
her uncle assuring that he would bring some more 
pencil and an exceptional gift  for her. Varsha was 
eight year old naughty and an industrial girl, studying 
fourth standard and living with her grandparents in 
a small village located in the top of the mountain. 
Her parents were working in a nearby town and 
made visits to the village every weekend. The Village 
was surrounded by huge and tall trees which would 
give neck pain while looking at them. Everywhere 
there was green. No single space was left out. 
In the beginning there were only a few houses 
but in the course of time people started to locate 
themselves in that attracting mountainous area. In 
the monsoon time the whole village would sleep 
and those cloudy chilling clouds would kiss the trees 
and the mountains which invited them to visit their 
ever green home to reinvigorate. Whole the night 
heaven would open its gates, letting the generous 
and benevolent clouds to visit their mother, the 
earth. Hardly people would find stagnating water 
there. Surrounding area would be full of mist at 
cock-crow. People to shake off their idleness would 
sip their tea in the only tea shop.

Varsha’s house was in the very entrance of the 
village so everyone in the village had to pass the 
house. She used to sit there in the yard looking 
at the people, especially in weekends for her 
parents.  One fine morning when she was about 
to leave to school, a truck full of goats was passing 
by the house. Varsha asked her grandpa who was 
getting ready to accompany her to the school 

“Grandpa, Where are they going?” taking his stick 
and covering his bald head with white cloth ,which 
would be shining in the sun, stared at the truck and 
said “ they are going to market”.“What will they do 
there? asked again Varsha. Adjusting his big and 
black frame specs, which had silky thread to catch 
when it would slip from his slippery ears, said “ 
no, they will be sold in the market to the butchers. 
After this brief discussion, both of them set out to 
the school which was a kilometer away from the 
house and on the way she noticed some goats and 
sheeps were loitering around in the dense bushes 
and on the mountain and asked her grandpa “What 
about these? Will they go to market”. He said “No, 
these animals are living in the forests and nobody 
owns them so, they are free”. Chewing this in her 
mind she went to the school. In the school also the 
science teacher started to teach about domestic 
animals and wild animals. The teacher gave some 
names of the animals both domestic and wild and 
asked students to separate them accordingly as a 
home work. Suddenly, the events that happened 
in the morning flashed through her mind and she 
totally let herself in an utter confused state whether 
to add the goat as a domestic animal or wild animal. 
With this anguish she returned home searching for 
his grandpa who was very patient enough to answer 
all her queries. Grandpa was planting a plantain tree 
in the rear of the house and Varsha ran and mounted 
on him from the backside and began her inquiry 
session. Grandpa who always made her understand 
difficult things through stories also wanted this time 
the same. 

After supper they sat together in the parlor and 
he started the story, ‘it was the time when all the 

shrewd
Goat  that

ate tHe lion 
and the fox  

Benish Sudharson.P
 Loyola College 

Golden words A secret is something which a person tells everybody not to tell anybody.                                                                         
       - Jeyakrishnan
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animals lived in the forest and none lived with 
men. Among the animals, Goat was very shrewd 
and guileless unlike Fox who was very shrewd and 
guile. One day goat with her kids went out to graze. 
They went little far than the usual while enjoying 
the greens and the sun started journey to his home 
after his wearing job and to meet his family, wind 
blew heavily and cloudy clouds began to sprinkle. 
The goat, not knowing the way to go back, was 
restless and the kids started to shout because of 
the unusual sound that was approaching then. So 
she took all the kids in to the nearby den to protect 
them and it was the place of the crown of the forest. 
The goat did not realize it first but when she saw 
the bones and the leftover she could able to assume 
where they were. She had no choice. She had to 
be there.  Kids were shivering in the freezing wind. 
She was breaking her head for she did know how 
to save her kids. Roaring of the king was coming 
from at distance and her heart was pumping fast. 
The roaring sound was very close to the den and 
the king of the forest would come in any second. 
When the lion was about to enter in he sensed 
that something was there in its place. He stopped 
a while and peeped through to know who was that. 
The goat which also sensed the presence of lion got 
an immediate idea and she started to beat her kids 
and said “you bloody devouring monsters just now 
I gave you to a pair of lion and still you nagging me 
to give one more lion where will I go in this terrible 
rain to get a lion. Listening to this lion started to 
panic and ran touching his mare by his legs. The 
fox who was cruel, shrewd, guile in nature saw lion 
running in unusual manner as if his head was going 
to blow. Fox stopped the lion asked the reason. “I 
have thought  that I am the only one who is strong 
and able to kill all the animals but there is another 
one which is very strong even kills the lion too” Said 
lion, the king.  But the fox was able to understand 
that it was trick to escape. He asked the lion “have 

you seen them?”  “No, but I heard their voice” said 
the lion. The fox started to explain that it would 
have been deception of an animal to escape from 
him. Fox also suggested the lion to revisit his den 
to make it sure. But lion hesitated to do so. Fox did 
not leave him because it had cunning idea that the 
animal in the den if really was horrific it would let 
the lion to die and escape and later become the 
king of the forest; if it was not he would eat some 
portion of the animal after the lion.  So the lion 
and the fox tied themselves with rope so as to be 
safe and sound. They went to the den to see that 
dangerous animal. The goat which saw the fox and 
the lion coming together somehow managed to 
assume what would have happened. When the fox 
and lion were about to enter in to the den again goat 
started to beat kids saying “you wretched, is this 
belly or bank? How do I to feed you continuously? 
Just now I have slaughtered you one fox and again 
you asking me food… shhhhhhooooo…stop crying 
someone is standing there. It may be a fox because 
I can smell the smell of fox. Wait a moment; you will 
have a sumptuous meal now”. When lion heard this 
he began to run dragging fox with himself and fox 
had wounds all over its body. The goat decided to 
leave the forest immediately and never come back, 
fearing that lion would come to know about the 
truth and  would kill for fooling him. She rushed the 
forest with her kids to the place where there was 
no harm for her and her kids and she found human 
were harmless and good so decided to remain with 
them but as days gone, men out of their selfishness 
started to tie them up and later began to slaughter 
them too… and that was the end of the goat’s 
freedom and it lost its shrewdness and became ever 
slave as domestic animal to men.’ Thus, grandpa 
finished the story and Varsha was very happy to 
know the story of a goat and went to her bed as if 
she achieved something.

Golden words God's Grace keeps pace with what we face.                - Anon
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        Love gives and forgives. Self gets and forgets.                - Anon

Golden words

Prof. P. Ponnuswami
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Apple is a fruit universally known for its 
sizable size, rich colour, deliciousness, 

medical value, variety, fragrance, odour 
and handsome appearance.

The Hebrew for apple is 'tappuach' ;  it is 
difficult to say whether this term exactly 
indicates the apple fruit. In general apple 
means fruit; fruit means apple. Sometimes 
it is denoted that apple is the fruit of 
fruits. hence it occupies in the fruit-world 
a very high place.

Most modern writers maintain that apple 
is either quince or citron; others say it is 
apricot; Quince was sacred to Venus, the 
goddess of love.

Though there are a number of places 
mentioned in the Bible, nobody can say 

whether all the allusions to apple really 
mean modern apple, we buy in the market. 
Mediterranean region is very famous for 
apple. It is available in the southern winter 
from the northern  hemisphere and vice 
versa.

Traditionally it is believed that the fruit 
that Eve, the Mother of mankind, ate and 
gave to Adam, the Father of mankind is 
apple. The Bible says, "When the woman 
saw the tree was good, and that it was 
pleasant to eyes and a tree to be desired 
to make one wise, she took the fruit 
thereof, and did eat and gave also unto 
her husband, and he did eat with her. "The 
Bible mentions only about two exclusive 
trees in the middle of the garden of Eden. 
One is tree of life and other one is tree 
of knowledge of good and evil. Generally 
we take the fruit for apple. That's why in 
illustrations we find that the half- bitten 
apple in the hand of Eve. It is called 'apple 
of paradise.

One critic says that apple is an excellent 
thing until you have tried peach.

In America, most of the pople use apple, 
not the fruit, a kind of electronic mobile 
for communication. The company which 
was founded by Steve Jobs who is now no 
more. His friend Tim Cook took over the 
company. The company's emblem is apple 
of paradise. They have recently introduced 
'apple watch' with all modern technics. 
The present CEO Tim Cook has recently 
announced that the income from 'Apple' 
will be spent on Charitable purpose, a 
good thing anyway!.

Apple symbolically stands for temptation. 
There are superstitions, too. while one 
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Golden words     To  know when to go away and when to come closer is the key to any lasting relationship .                                                                                                      
                                 - Dominic Cieri Estrada

eats an apple, if it breaks, considered to 
be bad luck. If you want a lucky number 
for betting, count the number of pips in 
an apple. In devination apple-peel, apple-
pips and apple-stalk are used.

The interesting rhymes are worth noting;

Apple peel, apple peel,
twist then rest,
show me one that 
I'll love best.
Apple peel over my
shoulder fly,
Show me the one
I'll love till I die.
To discover, a future 
spouse, you place a single 
apple pip in a fire and say: "If you 
love me, bounce and fly; If you have me 
lie and die".

Words related to apple in all over Europe 
have slightly different spellings. In 
Germanic languages, an apple is 'apfel' in 
Germen; appel in Dutch, 

apple in Swedish, aepple in Old English, 
apple in modern English.

The word 'earth-apple' has been applied 
to several vegetables including cucumber 
and potato; in french 'Pomme' means 
apple, but for French people potato is 
'pomme de terre' meaning literally apple 
of earth.

Wild crab-apples were gathered in Central 
Europe in Neolithic age. Dionysus, the god 
of intoxication was the creator of apple. 
He gave it to Goddess of love, Aphrodite.

Erotically speaking apples are likened 

female breasts.

Hercules, in his eleventh labour braved 
great dangers to retrieve the apples of 
Hesperides.

In western society there are many 
interesting stories in connection with 

apple Mother goddess Ge 
(Earth) gave.  Hera  an 

apple as a symbol of 
fertility on the occasion 
of her engagement to 
Zeus.

In Athens, newly weds 
divided an apple and 
ate before they went 
to the bridal bed 

chamber. Apples were 
tossed or sent as part of courting.

In old Norse myth, Goddess Iduna guarded 
apples which made eternal youth whoever 
ate them.

According to Celtic religion, apple was a 
symbol of knowledge handed down by 
ancestors.

In Greek mythology, the story goes 
thus: Marriage of the tids with Peleus 
took place with all gods and goddesses 
participating. Eris, the goddess of discord 
was not invited. To disturb the marriage 
festivities, she threw a golden apple on 
a table, saying 'for the most beautiful'. 
Pallas Athena and Aphrodite (Venus) both 
claimed that they are the most beautiful. 
Trojan prince Paris, as a judge, gave verdict 
in favour of Aphrodite; the result was the 
destruction of Troy.

Apples on the christmas -trees suggest 
that the birth of Jesus Christ makes 
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Golden words Giving up doesn't always mean you are weak. Sometimes, it means that you are strong enough 
to let go.                                                                                           - Anon

possible to the return to the innocent 
state before the fall of man.

In Latin, apple is malus or malum. When 
you make it malum, it has the meaning 
of bad, evil, sin. Therefore in baroque art 
a man's skeleton will have an apple in its 
hand denoting.

'The wages of sin is death'

Apple made Isaac 
Newton to think when 
it fell from the tree. A 
train of thought that 
followed gave the laws of 
gravitation which made 
a revolution. It was in 
1666, since then nobody 
has come out to refute 
his theory.

In Chinese symbology the  
word for apple and peace 
is P'ing, it is appropriate 
to bring apples to the sick 
in China.

Euphemistically, mandrake is called satan's 
apple, a powerful sleeping pill sometime 
fatal. The word butter is cited in Oxford 
English Dictionary, the first meaning as 
unctuous flattery. As apple is considered 
to be the fruit of sin which Satan offered 
Eve after flattery, the term for flatterers 
are called ' Apple Polishers'.

Apple of the eye' is figuratively anything 
extremely dear of much cherished. The 
bibilical Jacob is said to be the apple of 
Lord's eye.

Tasmanian inhabitants are nicknamed 
Apple Islanders even today.

Tasmanian apple is sold in Europe in the 
northern winter.

The phrase 'to upset the apple cart' 
means to ruin something after carefully 
laid plans. Apple Jack is a drink distilled 
from fermented apple juice in the US.

The French has an apple 
called 'Pomme de Saint 
Jean' otherwise Apple-
John, which matures 
on 24th June, the day 
of St.John, the babtist. 
Everything in perfect order 
is called apple-pie order. If 
a person apple-polishing 
he attempts to win favour 
by gifts or flattery. This 
phrase emerges from the 
American practices of 
children bringing to thier 
teachers shining apples. 
We can compare our Indian 
practices of subordinates 
bringing limes or oranges 

to their bossess on special occasions.

Historian Josephus, Tacitus and 
geographer Strabo mentions apples of 
sodom in thier works. They say, on the 
shore of the Dead Sea, lovely apples are 
grown, unfortunately within are full of 
ashes.

Everyday an apple, keeps the doctor away 
is the old proverb. Recently some doctors 
refuted the statement. The reason for 
that, they might know for themselves.

Let us eat apple, not to disturb people 
who are not able to buy. Think of such 
people, at least!
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IndIa’s 
Environmental Governance 

Where is it heading?

Golden words Joy can be real only if people look upon their life as a service.              
                           - Leo Nikalaevich Tolstoy

Way back in 1894 a report by the State 
Fish and Game Commissioner of North 

Dakota cautioned that short-term thinking on 
environment and narrow monetary motivations 
might lead to the destruction of the ‘last tree’ 
and the ‘last fish’. This formed the basis for the 
famous prophesy: “When the last tree has been 
cut down, the last fish caught, the last river 
poisoned, only then will we realize that one 
cannot eat money”. In the present context we can 
add two more,‘the last forest and the last beach-
sands’. This prophesy should bethe philosophy 
of environmental governancein a country with 
a mere 2.3% of earth’s surface having 18% of 
world’s population.But sadly this is not so. 

Environmental Governance is the 
means by which society determines 
and acts on goals and priorities 
related to the management of 
natural resources. This includes 
the laws and rules, both formal 
and informal that governs 
human behavior in decision-
making processes as well as the 
decisions themselves. This concept 
came on the world agenda with the 
first United Nations Conference on the 
Human Environments  (UNCHE-later called Earth 
Summit) held in Stockholm in 1972. It laid down 
26 Principles and called upon Governments 
and peoples to exert common efforts for the 
preservation and improvement of the human 
environment for the “benefit of all the peoples 
and for their posterity.”

India’s formal ‘environmental governance’ 
commenced with Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi’s abrupt directive in 1981 prohibiting 
all construction activities within 500 meters of 

the coastal high-tide line. This was to satisfy 
UNCHE’s Principle #7 that deals with prevention 
of pollution of the seas that endanger human 
health and cause harm to living resources and 
marine life. Around30% of India’s population 
including two Metros-Mumbai and Chennai-and 
numerous smaller cities and towns reside near 
the sea and pursue their livelihood. There was 
no study or scientific analysis of these regions 
to understand the life and livelihood needs of 
people and regulate economic and construction 
activities accordingly. Just a blanket ban with no 
questions asked. This was hailed as ‘characteristic 

of Indira Gandhi’s foresight and vision’! 
But even after three decades,Coastal 

Regulation Zones (CRZ) based on 
High-TideLine, have not been 

properly demarcated! 

Environmental legislation 
and management in India 
has been in bits and pieces 
commencing with the 

colonial-period Indian Forest 
Act, 1927 when environment 

was totally identified with 
forests. This mindset continues 

and dominates India’s environmental 
hierarchy.  Subsequent laws include Wildlife 

(Protection) Act, 1972;Water (Prevention 
and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974;Forest 
(Conservation) Act, 1980 and Air (Prevention and 
Control of Pollution) Act, 1981. 

The ‘comprehensive’Environment Protection 
Act (EPA) came in 1986, in response to the 
outcry following the horrendous Bhopal Gas 
tragedy which still haunts millions.This law was 
enacted under Article 253 of the Constitution 
and as the Preamble says, with the purpose of 

M.G. Devasahayam, IAS Rtd
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Golden words Leadership is a matter of having people look at you and gain confidence, seeing how you react.  
If you're in control, they're in control                                                   - Tom Landry

implementing the decision of UNCHE relating to 
the “protection and improvement of the human 
environment”. Having been enacted under 
pressure and duress, the cornerstone of India’s 
environmental governance is itself rocked on the 
wrong foundation.

Sincerity for safeguarding environmental 
sustainability was suspect from the beginning 
and a bare reading of EPA would reveal that it 
is more of a coercive legislation, opening the 
gates for corruption and harassment rather 
than a facilitating one. There was hardly any 
commitment to environmental governance at 
any level of government. For the administrators,it 
was more academic and for the political executive 
environmental laws and rules weretools for 
making money and not sustaining ecology.

Soon came the Liberalization, Privatisation, 
Globalization (LPG) era that heralded 
‘Development’ at any cost. FDI and GDP growth 
were heroes and environmental concerns became 
villains. The cliché ‘Development Vs Environment’ 
was coined and while pin-striped carpetbaggers, 
representing the former were government’s 
guests-of-honour, pajama-clad ‘jhulawalas’ who 
advocated the latter became enemies-of-the-
state!

It took a full 20 years after EPA to formulate the 
National Environmental Policy (NEP-2006) which 
came in the midst of LPG era.  NEP provided for 
conservation of critical environment resources, 
inter-and intra-generational equity, integration 
of environmental concerns in economic and 
social developments, efficiency in environmental 
resources use, environmental governance and 
enhancement of resources for environmental 
conservation. The policy recognizesenvironmental 
protection as an integral part of the development 
process, requiring a precautionary approach 
through economic efficiency on the basis of the 
concept of polluter pays, equity, legal liability 
and integration of environmental consideration 
in sectorial policy. Most of these only remain in 
paper.

Though EPA provides for stringent penalties for 
violating environmental norms and a spate of 
Rules, Regulations and Notifications have been 

issued laying down norms these have been 
observed more in breach than in compliance. 
Because most of these ‘regulations’ leave huge 
holes and craters to be exploited by the corrupt 
and the unscrupulous.

There are glaring examples. Under the EIA rules, 
all projects and activities are broadly grouped into 
two categories-A and B-based on the potential 
impacts on human health, and on natural and 
human made resources. Category A includes 
industry, mining and big infrastructure projects 
which require prior environmental clearance 
from the Environment Appraisal Committee (EAC) 
of Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF). 
Townships/area development projects covering 
an area of above 50 hectaresare clubbed under 
B1 and could be cleared by respective state/Union 
territory Environmental Impact Assessment 
Authorities, based on the recommendations of 
the State-level Expert Appraisal Committees. 
Public hearing is not warranted. 

Sensing the danger caused by urban explosion, 
MoEF’s 2005 draft notification had included a 
clause for projects covering areas above 100 
hectares to be treated as Category a projects 
requiring Term of Reference (ToR) based EIA 
and clearance at central government level. 
Butdue to real-estate lobby’s pressure this has 
not been implemented. Takingadvantage of this 
gaping loophole Andhra Pradesh Government is 
‘building’ a massive Singapore-type city on about 
13,000 hectares of flood-prone,riverfront multi-
cropland in Guntur District without even doing 
a Rapid EIA! In rest of India, ‘urbanization’ has 
become rogue business, ransacking the country-
side,flattening water-bodies and destroying 
anything that is green!

Similar is the ravaging of beach-sands and 
dunes taking advantage of lax CRZ Rules and 
‘environmental clearances’ given by MoEF. The 
beach-mining loot in the southern districts of 
Tamil Nadu has assumed gargantuan proportions 
and is emerging as a massive financial, economic 
and environmental scam with far-reaching 
consequences for national security!

The institutional mechanism-Central and 
State Pollution Control Board, Coastal Zone 
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Management Authority, EAC and Biodiversity 
Authority-created under EPC have not done much 
to safeguard India’s environment. Some of them 
are corrupt to the core and would gladly go by the 
false and fabricated reports and EIAs furnished by 
project-proponents instead of investigating and 
ascertaining the truth before granting approvals. 

National Green Tribunals were established to 
deliver ‘environmental justice’. Being packed with 
retired judges these Tribunals are nothing more 
than extended Civil Courts with all the suffocating 
processes, procedures and delays. Selection 
of these judges being sinecure-based there is 
commitment neither to environment nor justice. 

While so, when Prime Minister Modi formally 
linked ‘Development’ with ‘Governance’ 
MoEFmoved fast and set-up a High Level 
Committee (HLC) to suggest a ‘development’ 

oriented environmental governance. ToR of this 
Committee were:

(i) To assess the status of implementation of each 
of the environment-related acts vis-à-vis the 
objectives; 

(ii) To examine and take into account various court 
orders and judicial pronouncements relating to 
these Acts; 

(iii) To recommend specific amendments needed 
in each of these Acts so as to bring them in line 
with current requirements to meet objectives; 
and 

(iv) To draft proposed amendments in each of 
the aforesaid Acts to give effect to the proposed 

recommendations.

Since the future environmental regime is likely 
to be based on this report it bears some scrutiny. 
To begin with the Committee was on a tight-
leash with just two months to submit the report, 
later extended by another month. HLC buckled 
and went about its business in an abrupt and 
opaque manner adopting a sham of public/
expert consultation process. This does not augur 
well for environmental sustainability.Though the 
Preamble makes the right pontifications and 
contains quotes from Upanishads on nature 
and conservation, the report exposes a mix-up 
between sustainable management of natural 
resources and the speed of the environmental 
approval process. 

Committee fails to properly define forest. 
However its recommendation to encourage 
non-forest, non-government land-holders to 
engage in forestation in land owned by them by 
not treating them as ‘forest’ under the present 
definition of the Act is commendable. This could 
facilitate tree plantations in large tracts of land 
which is otherwise left fallow. But HLC’s move 
for faster and higher rates of diversion of forest 
land including country’s dense forests is out of 
sync with the need for greening a fast graying 
India. This could only help whales like Vedanta 
to ‘develop’ 20% of India’s prime forests into 
mining pay-dirt within months! Wildlife fares no 
better and HLC report is sketchy, piecemeal and 
replete with factual inaccuracies. There is hardly 
any mention of impacts of destructive projects on 
forests, communities and wildlife.   

HLC’s ‘development-agenda’is revealed in its 
recommendation on the new institutional 
framework and approval process. National and 
State Environment Management Authority 
(NEMA/SEMA) are suggested as professional 
‘pivotal authorities’ to process/clear/monitor 
category A and B projects respectively. This is 
good initiative. But what is bad is that HLC wants 
these Authorities to function like robots and 
prescribe site-specific ToR for Environmental 
Impact Assessment (EIA) in 10 days failing which 
the proponent will use the generic Model ToR. This 
will be sweet music to most project-proponents 

Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibily, while bad people will find a 
way around the laws.                                                                   - Anon
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who freely fudge and fabricate EIA without fear 
of any challenge. NEMA gets just two months to 
recommend approval or rejection. “Engines of 
the nation’s growth”- Linear projects, projects of 
strategic importance and power/mining projects-
are put on a separate faster track. They can 
denude any forest, guzzle any quantity of water 
and poison any river or coast. 

On the approval process the Committee has 
shown duplicity. On the one hand it doubts the 
integrity of the consultants who prepare the EIAs/
Reports for the project-proponents and admit 
that they make “little effort to assess damage 
to environment; there is no prescription for 
environmental reconstruction and there is no 
costing imposed for environmental degradation 
and subsequent reconstruction programmes!” 
On the other, it suggests adoption of the concept 
of “uberrima fides”, putting absolute faith in 
EIAs prepared by these very consultants and 
submitted by the project-proponents on the basis 
of a declaration that ‘the facts stated are true and 
that no information that would be relevant to the 
clearance has been concealed or suppressed’.

Suggestion given by HLC to counter manufactured/
manipulated data/EIA is amateurish: “If at any 
time after the application is received–even 
after the project takes off–it is discovered that 
the proponent had in fact concealed some vital 
information or had given wrong information or 
that the certificates issued by the experts suffer 
from similar defects, severe consequences will 
follow under the new law; and they include 
heavy fine, penalties including imprisonment 
and revocation of the clearance,–and in serious 
cases arrest of the polluter”. This is ‘shutting the 
stable after the horse has bolted’and can lead 
to irrevocable destruction of natural resources 
without any remedial possibility.What is the point 
in arrests, fines etc. after that? In any case who is 
to ‘discover’ the concealment and how long will 
it take? The snail-pace bureaucratic and judicial 
process will see to it that these fraudsters go scot-
free‘laughing all the way to the bank.’This is a 
self-conflicting recommendation obviously made 
under duress!

Committee concedes that a staggering 99.1% of 

projects applied for get approval, most of them 
based on wrong or altered data provided by the 
project-proponents. Yet it wants NEMA/SEMA to 
adopt the concept of ‘utmost good-faith’ on these 
‘investors’ for fast-tracking of major projects. The 
combined impact of ‘institutional hustling’ and 
“uberrima fides” can severely dent the integrity of 
environmental governance and approval process 
throwing India’s natural resources at the mercy 
of buccaneers who propose massive industrial/
infrastructure projects with ‘wrong or altered 
data’.

Another fast-track recommendation is 
“Mandatory provision of voluntary disclosure,” a 
web-based, technologically assisted platform for 
monitoring that requires minimal need for site 
visits. This is a mechanical process bereft of any 
human participation. There is no accountability 
for failing to address impacts on either ecology or 
people. The only place where Committee mentions 
accountability is for the speed of clearance, failing 
which the Chairperson of NEMA/SEMA would be 
held accountable. 

Populations affected by climate change and 
destruction of environment are not properly 
addressed by the Committee. The tech-savvy 
HLC, while recommending several institutional, 
procedural and monitoring measures to fast-
track ‘development’ has shown aversion to 
‘environmental democracy’ which is most 
critical for conservation of natural resources 
and sustainability of environment. Committee 
does not seem to want people’s voices in the 
environmental decision making process and 
recommends dilution of public consultations in 
most projects. This is unfortunate.

Enacting an omnibus law for ‘environmental 
governance’ in the 21st century incorporating the 
Committee’s tailor-made recommendationscould 
compromise democracy, public health & safety, 
forests, trees, rivers, ocean, wildlife, fish, wetland 
and coastline. This would amount to “short-term 
thinking on environment and narrow monetary 
motivations” of the 19th century. In the event, 
future generations should be prepared to eat 
money and digest it too! 

Wealth can't buy health  but health can buy wealth.        - Anon
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How Can We Better Understand Development?

Development, as we have been discussing in this 
essay, is not solely dependent on economic  

progress. It is inclusive of many factors that run the life 
of majority of people in a country. 

These factors could be their social, cultural and 
economic condition of people. Development here 
would include all the three, not excluding the two for 
the sake of one. As a matter of fact, the policies for 
development mainly includes economic factors and 
avoids cultural and social factors of life. Condemning 
this idea of development, Periyar said that social and 
cultural changes must proceed the economic changes. 
Periyar’s model of development is inclusive of three 
factors of life.

The south commission (for South India) stated that 
rapid and economic growth is indispensable for 
south development, emphasized that economic 
growth as measured by the Gross National Product 
(GNP) is not synonymous with development. 
Development implies not only the growth of 
national product, but issues of what is produced, 
how and at what social and environmental cost, by 
whom and for whom are relevant and should be 
taken into account in the formulation of policy. In 
summing up their definition of development, they 
say “development is a process of self-reliant growth 
achieved through the participation of the people 
acting in their own interest as seen by them, and 
under their own control” The major objective must 
be to end poverty, provide productive employment, 
and satisfy the basic needs of all the people, any 
surplus being fairly shared. This implies that basic 
goods and services such as food and shelter, basic 
education and health facilities, and clean water must 

be accessible to all. For achieving this people centred 
development, there should be decentralisation and 
devotion of power. Is it possible to decentralise 
power? Many may conclude that it is not easy. This 
conclusion emanates from our misconception of 
what is power.  Power as an authoritative force is 
not used only by the government. It is a collective 
will of each individual in a society to mobilise and 
influence others. In other words, we have to discard 
the idea that only the government is responsible 
for development. The famous economist, Amartya 
Sen is also of the same opinion. He does not accept 
that the governments are rational benevolent, 
but unimaginative entities waiting for good advice 
or that the present human condition is mainly 
because of the conspiracy of the power-holders. 
Therefore the government cannot but share its 
responsibilities with its citizens for the path toward 
the development. It is necessary for us to go beyond 
the traditional understanding of government 
based development wherein individuals cannot 
hold powers. We have to invent a model where 
individuals can freely exercise their power. Local 
bodies (SHGs, NGOs, and Voluntary Groups etc.) 
could take initiatives to improve the condition of 
their locality. Voluntary groups can come together 
to work on some urgent issues of a village or town 
or city. The ability of these organisations to function 
without any corruption will be an indication of the 
decentralization of power.

Moreover the idea of development goes along 
with the attitude of individuals in a society. In the 
post independent era of our country, the ideology 
of development helped to create and sustain a 
good relationship between people and the nation. 
The individual’s attitude towards development is 

Respect

developmentand 

Continued from previous Issue

Golden words It is better in prayer to have a heart without words than words without a heart.                                                                     
        - MK Gandhi

Arunkumar MJ
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economic development, and not an inclusive one. 
It is not enough to make developmental policies as 
people centred. We need to bring the attitudinal 
changes among the people about their wrong 
notion of development.

Using Women’s Energy:

When we talk about inclusive development, we 
cannot neglect womenfolk and their energy. 
Most of the times, though our schemes try to 
include women, the cultural and psychological 
prejudices that we have of women stops the 
effective implementation of schemes. Thereby the 
development becomes handicapped, not having 
enough resilient power to withstand the currents. 
Any country which does not make use of this big 
portion of energy would fall down crumbled. The 
examples of countries which discriminate women 
are rated very low in the human development index. 
According to gender inequality index. Yemen, Niger, 
Congo, Liberia and India got 147, 148, 146, 144, 143, 
132 rankings respectively. Their performance in 
increasing the HDI was also very low, they secured  
175, 160, 186, 186, 174, 136 rankings respectively. 
It is not for our surprise that women are equal in 
population. It means that half of the human energy, 
potentialities and capabilities are shared by them. 
The countries which realise this wisdom and make 
use of it would see the benefits of it very much. 
Countries where more or less there is equality 
between the men and women, they enjoy a high 
development both in terms of human necessities 
and economic stability.

The vibrant and the dynamic economy of a country 
determines its ascent to economic growth. This 

vibrancy and the dynamism will be more in an 
economy when most of its citizens participate 
in an active buying and selling. This presuppose 
that most of citizens have the buying capacity and 
there is a general money flow among them. What 
happens when we don’t educate our women, when 
we don’t give them any major responsibilities and 
make them do only house chores? We are barring 
them from participating in the active economy 
of the country. Culturally and psychologically we 
put down the womenfolk, not being aware of the 
greater benefits they would bring to our nation.

Given the rise of feminism for the last two to three 
decades, there is a heightened awareness globally 
to recognise and make use of women’s energy. The 
real issue for us for this time does not consist in our 
lack of awareness in empowering women, but in our 
resistance and obstinacy to let them be empowered 
and share our power with them. So our women 
more specifically in the third world countries remain 
unrecognised amidst the heightened awareness 
about women empowerment. This position would 
state that even at the effect of decentralisation 
of the power at the local level, power is to be 
shared mostly among men than women. The best 
examples of this sort would be those cases when 
women MLAs, MPs and counsellors are controlled 
by their husbands. In political parties too, there 
is a domination of women politicians by the men 
politicians. 

If we take the statistics of women’s literacy rate for 
the last decade and compare with men’s literacy 
rate, the difference would reveal the degree of 
women domination in our country. 

The male literacy rate is 82.14% and the female 
literacy rate is 65.46% according to census 
2011. Women empowerment and a country’s 
development are interrelated. The issues of one 
sector will sharply affect the benefits that we are 
expecting from the other sector. This conclusion is 
pushing us to an imagery of this sort. I like mangoes. 
I want to eat the mango that is hanging two or 
three feet above my head in a tree. The easy way to 
get that mango is to jump using our two strong legs 

Golden words Working towards success will makeyou a master. But working towards satisfaction will make 
you a legend. Strive for excellence and be a legend.                    - Anon
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pushed against the ground. Suppose, one of my leg 
is crippled and now I have only one leg. How can I 
jump to get that desired mango? First of all I am not 
sure whether I would be able to stand up properly 
with my one leg. Then how can I desire to get that 
mango? This is the situation in many of our countries 
are  today. They don’t want make use of women’s 
energy but they want to reach the success. Can we 
say that these are issues of paradoxes related with 
development of the developing countries?

Amartya Sen and Development:

Sen argues that in his book ‘Development as 
Freedom’ that development has to be seen as the 
expansion of freedom that people enjoy. The word 
freedom would also lead us to narrower view of 
development, such as identifying development 
with the GNP (Gross National Product), or with rise 
in personal income, or with technological and social 
advancement. 

Growth of GNP or individual incomes can be 
means to expand one’s development. But freedom 
depend also on other factors such as social and 
ecological arrangement (facilities for education 
and health care) and political and civil rights (the 
liberty to participate in public discussion). Amartya 
says “Development requires the removal of major 
sources of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, 
poor economic opportunities as well as systemic 
social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as 
well as intolerance of over activity of repressive 
states.” When a country is ready to remove all 
these unfreedoms, it is beginning to walk the path 
of freedom. Sen’s contention is that the higher 
the freedom the higher the progress towards real 
development. 

Relativity in Development:

Seeing development from the perspective of 
developing countries is also narrowing the view of 
development. It is like saying that only so called third 
world countries have to grow in many of the factors 
discussed above and the developed countries 
have already reached zenith of development. It is 
an utterly false view. It is true that the first world 

countries are developed more comparatively than 
the third world countries. In other words the 
development of developed countries is relative to 
the development of developing countries. 

For our conceptual clarity, if we put this concept 
in the language of Sen, development is measured 
in the line of higher to lower degree of freedoms 
that people enjoy. Implication of this statement 
would mean that even the developed countries 
need development. This point can be argued 
from two perspectives. The first one is that if 
the developed countries claim that they are 
economically powerful, why they can’t completely 
eradicate the poverty and unemployment from 
their countries? The examples of US and UK would 
fit into this category. Though US seems to be the 
giant economy of the world, it has still not resolved 
the  problems of unemployment and financial crisis 
that threaten its economy. It is far from reaching its 
ideal status of developed country in the real sense 
of development that this essay talks about. It is very 
apparent that so called superpowers are not real 
super powers, but they have simply just gone one 
step ahead from the developing countries in terms 
of material comforts.

The second argument is based on moral values of 
a country. The rise in the economic development 
does not mean rise in moral and religious values of 
a country. The best of developed countries could 
still lack some of the basic values. There is always 
a big danger of overstepping the divine element 
by giving importance to human intelligence. It 
emphasizes the superiority of the human race to 
God and Nature. Whereas in countries like India the 
opposite view is held. Respecting God and Nature 
is a religious value. Sometimes even the  course of 
economic actions are conducted by these moral 
and religious values in the case of Indian economy.  
In this case, would it be right to say that India would 
not economically grow unless it differentiates 
religion from economy? Would it be right to say that 
India has a superior quality of respecting God and 
Nature that is not very much found in the developed 
countries? Should India be considered developed 

Golden words The short words are best, and the old words are the best of all.                              
                                      - Winston Churchill
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country in terms of moral and religious values? 
Or should the developed countries considered as 
underdeveloped in the matters of morality and 
religion? Talking about moralities of developed 
countries we can very well quote the example of 
America’s political cunningness to be at the top of 
the world.

Both the arguments above establish a point that 
developed countries also need development. It is in 
this context the discussion of our next topic arises.

Probabilities for a Global Development:

It is possible for a global development, but is it a 
probable ambition? Global developmental change 
may at first seem an ideal proposal. In reality it 
could be a workable principle. It may involve a 
cutting across of cultures, religion and nationalism. 
It would even risk the little security and comforts 
that we are enjoying within our small framework. 
It would call for unification of our vision. It is a 
concept which considers whole world as one nation. 
In other words, it is a concept which promotes “One 
Earth-One Nation”. It should not be considered as 
destroying the diversity of the cultures, religions, 
languages and many other practises. It should not 
also be taken as monopoly of some idea of some 
people. Anything single or mono, we have the 
tendency to oppose, because possibly in the future 
the single character may become a dictator. But 
one earth one nation concept promotes welfare of 
whole world irrespective of all our differences. It 
purely operates on global need for development. It 
also should not be confused with globalisation. The 
main difference between globalisation and global 
development is that the former is transnational or 
multinational, while the latter considers the entire 
world as one nation.

Our Earth has to be taken as one nation, because 
we all of us share in Earth’s resources to live on. 
The deeds of one nation affects the deeds of the 
other nations, but we have politically no right to 
question them. For example, 80 percent of the 
Earth’s resources are used by 20 percent of the 
developed countries, while 80 percent of the 

developing countries are pushed to use remaining 
20 percent of the resources. Amartya calls this as 
the inequality of opportunities.  At this cut-throat 
situation, do developed countries have political 
power to raise against this injustice? The intention 
here is not to blame the developed countries. As 
human beings, we all want to grow and lead a 
comfortable life, whether you are in developed or 
developing country. The tendency to come up in 
life is there in all of us. One Earth one nation here 
would ask a question, why can’t we pool all our 
interests, since we all have the same desire? The 
same context must arise in sharing of the resources 
of the Earth. Give where needed, ration where not 
needed.

The idea of global development may obviously 
seek for the explanation behind the failure of the 
Millennium Developmental Goals (MDG). The 
eight MDG goals such as eradication of extreme 
hunger and poverty, achieving universal primary 
education, promoting gender equality and 
empowering women, reduction of child mortality, 
improving maternal health, combatting deadly 
diseases, environmental sustainability and global 
partnership for  development, have been drafted 
by UNO towards the end of twentieth century. 
These goals were supposed to be achieved by 
2000, but even after 14 years of the target, the 
condition still remains the same. Whom to blame 
for this situation? The reason for the MDG failures 
could be narrowed down to the non-binding nature 
of UNO. It can propose concrete ideas, but the 
implementation of it is left with each country. Each 
country decides what to do and how to do.?

The concept of one earth one nation would resolve 
this issue. Since we are operating from the idea of 
one nation, whatever we decide as one nation must 
be binding. Unless this consciousness for global 
development is instilled in all of us, our target for 
real development would be a farfetched reality. It 
is easy for the Earth to grow as one nation, but it is 
difficult for a single country to grow against all the 
other countries given the present context.

Golden words A blind person asked Mother Teresa, "Can there be anything worse than losing you sight? She 
replied; "Yes, losiung your vision' .                                  - Mother Teresa
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Three revolutionary Tools
For Strength Building

Have you ever been advised on the lines, 
" Capitalize on your strengths and manage 
around your weaknesses"? Easy to grasp 
- isn't it? But is it easy to implement??? !!! 
Well then, what needs to be done to achieve 
this? Here comes the solution of applying 
the three revolutionary tools on strength 
building. The three - talents, knowledge and 
skills - combine to create your strengths.

Talents

Many people don't appreciate their talents. 
They think that with enough practice almost 
everything is learnable. They don't actively 
seek knowledge and skills to enhance their 
talents. Rather, they fall into the trap of 
trying to acquire as much knowledge and as 
many skills as they are able to, in the hope 
of bettering themselves in some general 
way, smoothing out their rough edges, and 

emerging suitably well rounded. To build 
up your strengths you must avoid this trap. 
Rather try to identify your talents. There can 
be areas of greatest potential, areas in which 

you have the best possible chance to cultivate 
a world- class strength that can help you to 
perform.

Knowledge 

There are two distinct kinds of knowledge for 
building your strengths. They are the factual 
and the experimental knowledge. You need 
both, and fortunately, you can acquire both 
of them. Sometimes, factual knowledge 
won't guarantee excellence, but excellence 
is impossible without it. To put it simple, you 
can never excel at painting if you don't know 
that red and green colour , when combined, 
gives brown. The experimental knowledge 
isn't taught in classrooms or found in 
manuals. Rather, it is something that you 
must discipline yourself to pick up along the 
way and retain.

Skills

Skills bring structure to experimental 
knowledge. It means that, whatever the 
activity, at some point a smart person will 
sit back and formalize all the accumulated 
knowledge into a sequence of steps that, 
if followed, will lead to performance. Skills 
help you to avoid trial and error and to 
incorporate directly new discoveries into 
your performance.

The bottom line is: Identify 
your most powerful 

talents, hone them with 
skills and knowledge, 

and you will be on 
your way to living a 
strong life.

Ms.Sugantha

• Talents are naturally recurring 
patterns of thought, feeling, or 
behavior. 

• Knowledge consists of the facts and 
lessons learned.

• Skills are the steps of an activity.

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; 
only love can do that.                                                   - Martin Luther King, Jr
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Sch Arul SJ

Can a dreamer dream 
for a society without 

prejudices and biases? 
Can he envision a society 
upholding cultural chastity still 
embracing cultural assimilation? 
Can he, in addition, look for a society 
that respects individual freedom? Can he also 
dream for a society that mainstreams those 
who are in the fringes and give security to the 
vulnerable? Above all, can he think of a society 
without terrorist threats? Should he expect 
science to stride towards transhumanism? This 
essay travels with a chain of aforesaid questions 
as focal points towards a new society. A new 
society is a vision where there is no suicide due to 
poverty, where there is no discrimination on the 
basis of religions, casts, wealth or genders. A new 
society is a utopian haven where there is peace, 
freedom, liberty and fraternity. Is it possible? 

Sense of Brotherhood:

Literacy can be a key to open the prejudiced 
and biased hearts. However, it can’t alone 
wage an effective campaign against corrosive 
stereotypes. Seven out of ten Indians are literate 
but we haven’t been able to tackle the stereotype 
surges. It needs greater change in mindset. Given 
India’s heterogeneous population of 1.2 billion, 
with more than 1000 tongues, 28 states (each 
having its own challenges), different religions and 
cultural practices, it becomes more than difficult 
to aim for a bias-free society. ‘Unity despite 
diversity’ shouldn’t just escape from lips but 
should come from hearts. Indians have mobility 
top to toe but it’s just physical and not mental. 
At the moment I step out of my comfort zone, I 

feel mentally uneasy of 
my each tread. To get rid 
of such uneasiness, we 

should cement the bond 
of a sense of brotherhood 

all over. To bind it further, 
we need to have multicultural and 

interreligious dialogues where all statesmen and 
countrymen despite differences converge in one 
thought and one action, that’s ‘Unity.’ 

When India becomes a united society, it can also 
teach the world how to get along despite millions 
of differences. I’d love a world that breaks free 
of stifling boundaries of race, religion, language, 
country, gender and other tags. Thomas Paine 
once mouthed, “My country is the world, and 
my religion is to do good.” In my opinion, the 
world will become a haven when people impede 
fighting for exerting their supremacy and stop 
eyeing a particular person or a country under a 
particular label. Anyone should be permitted to 
go anywhere given their intention isn’t to harm 
others. 

Our cultural values and virtues:

Ours is an era of rapid globalization followed by 
colonization. Given such modern phenomenon, 
two cultures coming into contact with each other 
is inevitable. In such case, equally inevitable is 
one culture assimilating the other. However, 
can we build a Chinese wall to avoid the cultural 
assimilation? A crucial fact here is to uphold 
a culture’s chastity despite external stream 
flowing into. For instance, we’re overwhelmingly 
influenced by western lifestyle.My suggestion 
here is that we should absorb the best of the west 
and not the worst of it. To put it in other words, 

For A New Society
TO 

gether 

morrow 

wards 

Time is a rare luxury which can never be purchased at any cost. So when someone spends it 
for you, it defines the depth of care he or she has for you.                                  - Anon
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we should stick to our cultural values and virtues 
despite the temptation to step out of the purview. 

Moreover, we shouldn’t be too narrow-minded to 
allow any transformation to take place. If we try 
damming the flow, only two results are possible: 1. 
our Culture may become too esoteric to be of any 
value; 2. it’d break the shackles in so explosive a 
manner that untoward consequence may ensue. 
Only way out here is to be doubly cautious and 
conscious in the process of assimilation so as not 
to lose grip of value-system either.

Freedom:

How often we see individual given as equal 
importance as to the so-called monolithic 
structures of society? When it dictates individual’s 
mobility, the society becomes barbaric and 
oppressive. I’d like especially to emphasize 
individual freedom on three spheres: book, 
freedom to live and bedroom. For instance, in 
the republic that I covet should give writers full 
freedom to criticise the wrong and to express 
independent views. A literary individual should 
be given the reins to steer the veins of public 
morale. Pen is mightier than sword. In short, it’s 
literature that keeps the spirit of humanity alive 
and values afloat. Hence one shouldn’t hinder the 
pen at knifepoint. 

Freedom to kiss, The Kiss of Love Movement 
has emerged into a movement not because the 
revolutionary youngsters desire to kiss in public 
and embarrass people, but because they strive 
to oppose the fundamentalism which has already 
condemned the celebration of Valentine’s Day. 
Youngsters go berserk against the imposition on 
the basis of certain antiquated norms and reveal 
to the world ‘we are in a free nation’.

Shall we enter into the bedroom now? No, it’s 
indecent. Why should be so much fuss about the 
privacy of an individual? It’s none of our business 
to poke our peep into what happens between two 
individuals in the bedroom, be it a male couple or 
a female couple. It’s important to give heed to the 
following stats that more than 1500 species, apart 

from human beings, have homosexual tendencies. 
Thus it becomes clear that homosexual attraction 
isn’t a moral stain but hormonal changes like any 
other functions of the body. When you criminalize 
homosexual practices, don’t you think you’re 
going against the law of nature? When you’re so, 
aren’t you unnatural? 

Development:

Empowerment of the poor and the marginalized 
irrespective of their casts and religions, is 
necessary at this moment. India needs not 
politicians but political leaders for the betterment 
and development of the country.    

Understanding of Sex:

Where there is a greater understanding, there 
is greater growth. The more you separate men 
from women, the greater the gap between them 
grows. Women, unlike in any other century, 
suffer horrendous atrocities today. Since 1950, 
feminism began with liberal feminism fighting 
for the liberation of women, still continue the 
atrocities against them. To end nightmares, I call 
we should look into the matter from its grassroots. 
Realization is transformation. Is it harmful to let 
children of both the sexes be together from their 
childhood? When a boy is told not to go near the 
girl, he thinks there’s some reason behind the bid. 
Temptation to know that reason is there always 
in his mind, and later, when he grows it makes 
him act violently to striveto know that reason. 
We won’t lose anything by letting girls and boys 
together. Even looking at the estimates, we find 
that conflict is high where they’re kept at distance 
from each other and low where they’re mingled. 
If we grow a healthy relationship from the roots, 
we’ll certainly avoid other headaches in the adult 
world. As Osho says in his book Sex to Super 
consciousness,” Talking about sex is profane in 
India.” Sex education is a must to children as well as 
adults for enhancement ofbetter understandings.

Decision Making and Creative Education:

Though there’s a lot to be discussed on children, 
I stick with two bargains: decision making and 

Golden words I am indebted to my father for living, but to my teacher for living well.                                                                                                       
                      - Alexander the Great.
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creative education. I should look for a society 
where children are entitled right to decision 
making. It’s so vital for a child to learn the art 
of decision making that he / she may not totter 
indecisively during the times where they’ve to 
make decision. Parents should let their children 
make decision. If they fall, let them; only then will 
they emerge with greater command at the next 
go. For after all, each one has a personal space 
into which even parents shouldn’t intrude. 

Modern education should be purged of an 
irregularitynamely knowledge-dumping. Do you 
think we can go on loading young minds with 
hell a lot of information? Have you forgot there’s 
something called creativity at all? When you 
direct their eyes towards one goal: to be first in 
studies, they never get an opportunity to look 
around. Hence, education should be modelled at 
making the children express their creativity. 

Extremism:

Extremism, for and against any cause, is 
counterproductive; especially when it matters 
bloodshed, it’s hell-incarnate on earth. At 
present, we’ve lost peace in a way to establish 
peace among ourselves. Think of consequence 
that may ensue if advanced nuclear weaponry fall 
in the hands of terrorists? The irony here is that 
we’ve to secure the armaments that are actually 
produced to secure our lives from extremism. In 
my opinion, eye for eye isn’t always a good choice, 
for the result is however the same. In this case, 
compromise is the keyword. Peace negotiations 
should be held and the resulting conclusions 
shouldn’t be lopsided. If we eradicate terrorism, 
we can certainly cut down on huge expenses that 
we spend for security. If we did so, can’t we feed 
millions of hungry stomachs? 

We shouldn’t forget that technology is a double-
edged sword. While it could be tapped to meet 
our shortcomings and stretch our limits, it could 
also be manipulated by cyber terrorists to cause 
havoc on our lives. The flourishing of social 
engineering indicates that we haven’t produced 

technology that is free of any loophole. This 
in turn suggests that we should aim for a more 
vibrant technology that doesn’t give way for 
manipulation. If that’s not possible, let me give 
yet another suggestion: why can’t we catch hold 
of those uncanny cyberpunks and deploy them 
in the cyber security? When they know how to 
manipulate, they’d surely know how to fix the 
hole!

Transhumanism:

What could science and technology, at their 
utmost advancement, bestow on human 
society? Immortality? Were all transhumanistic 
experiments going around becoming a reality, 
what’d be the consequence? If transhumanism is 
to broaden human limits and incapacities, only a 
handful is going to be benefitted. For it’s clear that 
only rich can afford such expensive technology. 
This would leave way to the era of post-humans 
subordinating humans. In rather a lighter example, 
we shall suppose a swimming race in which both 
post-humans and humans participate. In such 
case, the former, with his extraordinary powers, 
is sure to win. Having stated the ill effects that a 
transhumanistic society would give, is it, at the 
same time, avoidable? I suggest science shouldn’t 
pursue transhumanism, and instead, should look 
ways to enhance the living standard of humans.

Conclusion:

I’m of full hope that all my dreams can be, and will 
be converted into concrete reality one day. Some 
may take some time, while some may be at a 
hand’s reach. “Life is in a constant flux, everything 
changes and nothing remains the same. No 
one can step into the same stream twice,” said 
Heraclitus, a pre-Socratic philosopher. Days will 
dawn when dreams will bring changes, and those 
changes bring in newer dreams which in turn 
newer changes. Change is possible and needful.
One last appeal: I call for your reflection on my 
dreams and introspect yourself dreams for a 
prosperous utopia.

Golden words Success seems to be connected with action. Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes 
but they don't quit.                                                     - Conrad Hilton
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attain Women
Empowerment

V.Manoharan, D.R.S

Introduction :

Nearly 50% of the world's population is womenfolk.  
Except a few countries, in majority of the countries 
women population is equal to men population.  
Selective sex test, honour killing, female foeticides/
infanticides, violence against women, sex work are 
some of the prime reasons for decreasing women 
ratio in some countries and also in some states of 
india.  Stillahead, according to UNO report, the 
socio-economic and health status of women is low 
when compared with male community in India.

Now a days, two things are frequently pronounced 
across the world, such as : Women rights and women 
expowerment  50% of the women kind demanding 
women rights from the 50% men community.  Is 
there any meaning? It shows hesitation, innocence, 
lack of co - ordination and initiative among the 
women kind.

In olden days, women were illiterates, ignorants 
and controlled/restricted in the name of caste, 
creed, gender, faith etc.  Today, more than 65% of 
the women are educated in India (according to 2011 
census).  Still more , Indian constitution has given 
equal rights to both male and female.  But, women 
rights/freedom are directly/indirectly refused and 
restricted in many ways.

The socio-economic and health status of majority 
the Indian women are in poor condition, both in 
rural and urban areas.  In some areas, women 
lead servitude life without any rights and freedom.  
Further, women traditionally face incalculable 
miseries in the following ways : male domination, 

divorce, domestic violence, sex abuse, child 
marriage, fake marriage,  harassment in work places, 
eve-teasing, wage disparity, irrelevant social control 
and much more.  In some areas, men treat women 
like use and throw materials.  Women community 
can be saved from the afore told problems through 
formation of women consultancy and Training 
centres network ( WCTC - NW) at national level.

Presently, favourable environment is prevailing in 
India and other foreign countries The government 
agencies, non-governmenttal organizations and 
international social service organizations are 
implementing varied women development schemes/
programmes with the Self Help Groups (SHGs).  
There are men SHGs, disabled SHGs, transgenders 
SHGs functioning in India.  When compared with 
the above mentioned SHGs, the women SHGs are 
functioning successfully and systematically as per 
SHGs norms both in rural  and urban areas. Once 
formation of women association, conducting 
meetings/implementing women welfare schemes 
were very difficult.  Because, lack of awareness 
among the women, male domination, family 
intervention, social control hampered the women 
related developmental activities.   Now, women 
and others realized the importance of SHGs.  So 
that, slum/rural/hills/coastal/urban areas women 
are voluntarily come forward to form SHGs in the 
respective areas with the guidance and assistance 
of government agencies, non-governmental 
organizations and banks.  At present, majority of 
these women SHGs are involved in savings  and 
internal lending activities. Thereby, service minded 
women can form WCTC - NW with the support of 

  Self respect is the first secret of success.          - Ralph Waldo Emerson.
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interested women SHGs.  Besides, WCTC -NW also 
form new SHGs.   Generally, SHG will be the basic 
unit for WCTC - NW.

India is a mini world.  Because, it is a multiracial/
multi lingual country.   Every sect of people have 
their own identity and uniqueness.  Of these, 
majority of these sects  people are either directly 
or indirectly dominated womenfolk.  Besides, 
these communities women are faced problems in 
different ways.  On the whole, Indian women folk 
lead life amidst of numberous problems.

There are number of women welfare associations/
organizations/NGOs functioning in India in isolated 
manner.  There are no unity or connectivity in 
these organizations, previously. Women meeting 
in public place was a rare one.   After introduction 
of SHG concept, women come and join women’s 
organizations and are involved in developmental 
activities and social/economic activities.  Really, it is 
a welcome move.

From cradle to grave, women are facing untold 
hardships.  Hence, they lead life like cannon feeder.  
Still more, a considerable number of the 
men treated women like play materials/
circus animals, but they forget 
women are also human beings.  
M o r e o v e r , 

custom and traditions are favourable for male 
domination/atrocities. Eventhough, government/
non-government organizations and other women 
welfare agencies are there, atrocities/abuse against 
women community is a regular thing in everyday 
life.

In the fast paced world, mere empty slogans, various 
kinds of agitations, demonstrations, hunger strike 
etc., would not help to attain women rights/women 
empowerment.  But, we can achieve them through 
formation of nationwide Women Consultancy and 
Training Center - net work.  Even though, it is a 
mammoth task, at present there is no other way to 
attain them.

There are number of state level/national level 
religions/caste/political/NGO based women 
welfare organizations functioning,  each and 
every one of it has its own principles and objects 
and also functioning in isolated manner without 
any Co-ordination.  Women rights and women 
empowerment are big issues.  In which, nationwide 
structure will help to secure them.  So that, through 

formation of national level WCTC - 
Net work, we can achieve the goal.

Presently, economy play a vital role 
in individual/family/community/

national development.  Also, it 
helps to lead a prosperous 

life for human being, in 
which, general masses, 

especially women have 
realized the importance 
of economic 

development.  For these 
reasons, we are forming 

(Self Help Groups) SHGs and 
involved in varied economic 

development activities to attain 
economic independent and lead 

trouble free life, because, dependency 
leads to exploitation.  Nowadays, SHGs 

getting popularity among the general masses.  
Besides, with the support of SHGs varied women 

developmental works are executed at block/Tahsil 

The spirit of man is more important than mere physical strength, and the spiritual  fibre of a 
nation than its wealth.                                   -  Dwight D. Eisenhower
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(Taluk)/district state/ national level.  

It is the apt time to utilize SHG force for women 
rights/empowerment and comprehensive women 
development purposes.

A kind of laxity is prevailing in SHG activities, in other 
words repetitions are going on,  like, formation of 
SHGs, giving awareness, implementing savings/
internal lending, getting bank loans and repayment.  

From early morning to till late night many of the 
family women have too many works/responsibilities. 
They have to satisfy all family members needs, after 

that, they  may think about their personal affairs.  
These poor women are faced with untold miseries 
in their daily lives and is forced to face  all sorts of 
atrocities/violences, and treat them like domestic 
workers and slaves.  Economic independent will 
help the women lead happy and peaceful lives in 
the family and also in the society. Hence, upper/
lower middle class families and poor family women 
must involve in income generaion activities.  It will 
help in economic upliftment and prevent unnessary 
problems among the family members.

Majority of the arranged marriages/registered 
marriages are conducted with the consent of 
couples (brides and bride grooms) and their families.  
Eventhough, the rate of divorce/separation are 
increasing day by day in India.

Even in the civilised world, women face the following 
abuses/atrocities: burn with cigarette buds, attack 

with sticks/steel rods/kinife/sickle, hurl acid, 
refuse to provide food, abandon aged/sick/fragile 
bodied women/girl children, compel the women/
girl children involve in sex work, immolate with 
inflammable materials, treat women like exhibition 
toys.

Presently, elope with boy friend/girl friend, kidnap, 
abduction, sex violence are increasing across the 
country, which will lead to many social problems 
in future.  Safety/security are highly essential to 
women and girl children to lead peaceful life.  But, 
many divorced/unmarried/abandoned/destitute 
women and widows safety is a big question mark.  
Besides, if they have girl children, their position is 
unthinkable.  These helpless and hapless women 
needed round the clock security.

India is the second largest populous country in the 
world.  Every day different kinds of problems are 
arising against women/girl children.  In this juncture, 
government/non-government agencies and other 
women welfare organizations cannot solve all 
problems.  At the same time, WCTC - NW is a nation 
wide net work.  So, it can analyse all problems.  
Because, all members are women.  So that, there 
is no problem in finding out proper solutions, and 
provide correct suggestions/opinions to the afore 
said government/non-government agencies,  which 
will help the above agencies and take necessary 
action.  It will help to eradicate the atrocities/abuses 
against women/girl children.

Because of mother-in-law's ceaseless torture and 
compulsion many of the young daughter-in-laws are 
either separated or divorced from the life partners 
or end their lives.  Mother-in-laws are also women.  
Even though, many of the merciless/irresponsible 
rural/urban familie’s mother-in-laws involve in 
torturing and do trouble shooting activities against 
their daughter-in-laws.

Besides, for the compulsion and economic benefit 
reasons, some of the heartless women are kid 
napping girl children and sell them to pimps.  These 
helpless girl children will be sent to red light areas for 
sex work.  They also motivate and compel the poor/

Always be happy, always wear a smile, not because life is full of reasons  to smile but your smile 
itself is a reason for others to smile.                                              - Jeyakrishnan
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innocent girl children engage in illegal activities.

Due to poverty/economic stringency/vengeance 
reasons, some of the ruthless mother-in-laws either 
directly or indirectly involve in female foeticides/
infanticides activities.  Also, to pacify deities and get 
treasures, some other women-in-laws sacrifice their 
grand daughters.  

Objectives :

*  To create women consultancy and Training 
centres Net-Work across the nation

*  To promote leadership quality among    women

*  To eliminate atrocity and exploitation against 
women and girl children. To unite  Indian women 
community to fight against inequity and injustice 
at national level

*  To save the women/girl children from social evils, 
and cultural pollutions and anti social activities.

* To prevent women/girl children from                              
trafficking

*  To eradicate sex crime, sex trade, beggary etc.,

*  To  empower women in India

*  To provide safety and security to women and girl 
children.

*  To generate employement opportunity

*  To eliminate unemployment/under employment 
among the women

*  To minimize migration and urbanization

*  To shoulder the responsibilities of the government

*  To promote the educational status of women in 
rural/slum/hills/coastal areas.

Expected Results :

*  Women community will be united at national 
level, WCTC -NW will be the largest women force 
or movement

*  Male domination will be decreased

*  Women related social problems will  be reduced

*  Socio - economic, educational and literacy status 
will be improved

*  Atrocity/violience against women will be 
diminished

*  Anti- socials/bad elements/middle men 
exploitaltions will be eliminated

* Foeticides/infanticides/honour killing/child 
marriage will be lessened

*  Women folk will lead safe and secure life.

*  Majority of the women will be engaged in 
economic development and livelyhood activities

*  Leadership quality among the women will be 
enhanced

*  Every woman will get all kinds of benefits and 
moral support.

Conclusion :

Even in the digital age,  from cradle to grave, women 
need protection.  This is the ground reality.  Because, 
majority of the women are living amidsts invisible 
danger.

Might is right.  This is followed in all living things. 
Through formation of WCTC - NW we can make 
women community as a mighty force.  Which will 
help to attain real women empowerment.  Even 
though, women empowerment is a gigantic effort,  
It could be achieved through unity.

“Unity is strength and brings success,While division 
is weakness that brings downfall.” 

A wise man, before he speaks, will consider well  what he speaks, to whom  he speaks and where 
and when.                                                                 - St. Ambrose
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ªð£¡ªñ£N I¡IQŠÌ„C ðø‚°‹«ð£¶î£¡ ²ì˜M´Aø¶. ñQî¡ ªêò™¹K»‹ «ð£¶î£¡                   

àò˜õ¬ìAø£¡.                                         & ï¡ªùP

ðòí‹...! Ü¡¬ùJ¡ 

ñî˜ GÎv õ¼ì ê‰î£ ªê½ˆ¶ƒèœ!
	 ●	 êºî£ò ñ£ŸøˆFŸè£ù ñ£î Þî›!
	 ●	 Þô£ð «ï£‚èñŸø ñ‚èœ «ê¬õ!
	 ●	 àƒèœ ðƒ°‹ ÞF™ Þ¼‚è†´‹. 

ªê½ˆ¶i˜ õ¼ì ê‰î£ ¼ 200/-&
ÜÂŠð«õ‡®ò ºèõK:

Mother News
43, N.M.Road, Choolaimedu, Chennai- 600 094 Ph:044-23743883

Thro' Bank: Mother News, Indian Bank, S.B.A/c. No.6012908595, Choolaimedu Branch, Chennai-94
 IFSC Code: IDIB000C123

¹Qî ªî«óê£ ®LCJ¡ ªðòK™
ªî«óê£¬õ ñ†´‹ î¡ÂK¬ñ Ý‚A
Fò£è‹ â¡ø ªê£™½‚°
ªî«óê£ â¡ø ªð£¼œ î‰î£˜

î¬ò ÞõOì‹ îò¾ ªðŸø«î£
î£Œ¬ñ ÞõOì‹ î…ê‹ ªè£‡ì«î£
Þó‚è‹ ß¬è Þ¬ø¬ñ ò£¾‹
Þõœ ªðŸø Ü¼‹ ªê™õ«ñ£

ºF«ò£˜, Mò£F«ò£˜, iF õ£›«õ£˜
Üù£¬î, ÜèF, ªî£¿«ï£ò£O 
ÞøŠH¡ õ£J™ H® ð†«ì£˜
ÞòŸ¬è YŸøˆî£™ ÜõF»Ÿ«ø£˜
«î® «ê˜‰î¶ Þõœ ªî£‡´

1950& Þ™ ðFÍ¡Á àÁŠHù˜èœ ªè£‡´
Hø Ü¡H¡ ðEò£÷˜ Ü¬ñŠ¬ð
ªè£™èˆî£M™ ªè£¬ì ªêŒî£˜
Þì‹ ï£® G¡ø Üõ˜‚°
Þì‹ î‰¶ êKˆFó‹ ªðŸø¶
¹ö‚è‹ Þö‰î Þ‰¶ Ýôò‹

Ü¡¹¬ìò ªï…êƒèœ ðô
õ£¡ªè£¬ì ñ£K «ð£ô
ï¡ªè£¬ì õ£K õöƒAù˜
ªð£¡¹¬ì Ü¡¬ù«ò£
î¡Qì‹ õ‰î GF¬ò 
ªî£‡®¬ì õ£K °Mˆî£˜                     & ªî£ì¼‹
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ñóƒèœ Üì˜‰î Þ¼‡ì è£†´Šð£¬îJ™ 
å¼õ¡ î¡ù‰îQò£è ïì‰¶ ªê¡Á 

ªè£‡®¼‰î£¡. b¯ªóù è£™ ÞìP å¼ ðœ÷ˆF™ 
MöŠ «ð£ùõ¡, å¼ ñó‚A¬÷¬òŠ ðôñ£èŠ 
ðŸP‚ªè£‡´ ªî£ƒAù£¡. î¡ è£™èÀ‚°‚ 
W«ö ðœ÷‹ âšõ÷¾ ÝöˆF™ Þ¼‚Aø¶ â¡ð¶ 
ÜõÂ‚°ˆ ªîKò£¶. ñó‚A¬÷JL¼‰¶ W«ö 
M¿‰¶ ªêˆ¶M´«õ£‹ âùŠ 
ðò‰î£¡.

' è ì ¾ « ÷ ! 
â¡¬ù‚ è£Šð£ŸÁ‹'. 

âù‚ Ã‚°óL†ì£¡. Þõ¡ Üðò‚°ó™ 
«è†ì èì¾œ ÜõQì‹, 'c ñó‚A¬÷JL¼‰¶ 
H®¬ò M´. ï£¡ à¡¬ùˆ î£ƒAŠ H®ˆ¶‚ 
ªè£œA«ø¡' â¡ø£˜. Üõ«ù£, 'c˜ â¡¬ùŠ 
H®ˆ¶‚ ªè£œÀ‹. Üî¡ Hø° ï£¡ H®¬ò 
M´A«ø¡ â¡Á ÃPù£¡'. ÜõÂ‚° 
ðò‹. èì¾O¡ «ð„¬ê‚ «è†´ H®¬ò 

M†´M†ì£™, Üõ˜ â¡¬ùˆ î£ƒA H®ˆ¶‚ 
ªè£œ÷M™¬ôªò¡ø£™ â¡ èF â¡ù Ýõ¶?  
ï‹H‚¬è Þö‰î Þõ¡ èì¾œ «ð„¬ê‚ 
«è†è£ñ™ Þó‡´ ¬èè¬÷»‹ ñ£ŸP ñ£ŸPŠ 
H®ˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ Þó¾ º¿õ¶‹ ñó‚A¬÷J™ 

ªî£ƒAù£¡.

«ïó‹ M®‰î¶‹. W«ö 
ð£˜ˆîõÂ‚° å«ó 
Ý„êKò‹! Üõ¡ 
è£™èÀ‚°‹ î¬ó‚°‹ 
å¼ Ü® Ãì Ýö‹ 
Þ™¬ô. Ý‹. 
èì¾œ ªê£¡ù¬î‚ 
« è † ® ¼ ‰ î £ ™ 
Þó«õ i´ «ð£Œ 
«ê˜‰¶ G‹ñFò£è 
ÉƒAJ¼‚èô£‹ . 
ï ‹ H ‚ ¬ è 
Þ ™ ô £ î î £ ™ 
Ü‰î‚ è£†®™ 
Þó¾ º¿õ¶‹ 

ñó‚A¬÷¬ò H®ˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ 
ªî£ƒè «õ‡®ò G¬ô ãŸð†´M†ì¶.

 Ý‹. ï‹H‚¬è ï‹ õ£›M¡ Ü„ê£E. «ïŸÁ  
â¡ð¶ º®‰¶ «ð£ŒM†ì¶. ï£¬÷ â¡ð¶ ï‹ 
¬èJ™ Þ™¬ô. Þ¡Á ñ†´‹î£¡ ï‹ ¬èJ™ 
Þ¼‚Aø¶ â¡ø£™, ï£¬÷ò ï£¬÷ŠðŸP â‰î 
àˆFóõ£îº‹ ïñ‚° Þ™ô£ñ™ «ð£ŒM´Aø¶. 
Ýù£™ ï£¬÷‚°‹ ï£‹ õ£›«õ£‹ â¡ø 
'ï‹H‚¬èJ™' î£¡ ï‹ è£ô„ê‚èó‹ 
²ö¡Á ªè£‡®¼‚Aø¶. ï‹H‚¬è ï™ô¶. 
Üô†CòŠð´ˆîŠðì «õ‡®ò Mêò‹ Ü™ô.

ñQî¡ ï™ªô‡íˆ¶ì¡ «ðCù£½‹, ªêò™ ¹K‰î£½‹, Gö™ ï‹¬ñ ªî£ì˜‰¶ 
õ¼õ¶ «ð£™ Þ¡ð‹ Üõ¬ù ªî£ì˜‰¶ ªê™½‹.      & ªè÷îñ¹ˆî˜
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æ†ìŠð‰îòˆF™ ÝÁ«ð˜ «õèñ£è 
æ®‚ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£˜èœ, å¼õ¡ ñ†´‹ 
«õèñ£è º¡«ùP ªõŸP Þô‚¬è â†´Aø£¡. 
ðK¬êˆ î†®„ ªê™Aø£¡. ªüJŠðõ¡ 
å¼õ¡ ñ†´‹î£¡ â¡ø£½‹ ñŸø ä‰¶ 
«ð¼‹Ãì Þô‚¬è «ï£‚A, ªüJŠ«ð£‹ 
â¡ø ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ æìˆî£¡ ªêŒAø£˜èœ. 
Þƒ° ï£‹ âŠð® ªüJ‚èô£‹ â¡ð¬îŠðŸP 
ñ†´«ñ C‰F‚è «õ‡´‹. Ü´ˆîõ¬ù 
âŠð®ˆ «î£Ÿè®‚èô£‹ âù «ò£Cˆ¶ ï‹ 
Fø¬ñè¬÷»‹ «ïóˆ¬î»‹ ií®‚è‚ Ãì£¶. 
'èõ¬ôè¬÷ ï£¬÷‚°‹, ñù ñA›„C¬ò 
Þ¡¬ø‚°‹ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£œ«õ£‹. ÜŠ«ð£¶î£¡ 
Þ‰î õ£›‚¬è ²¬ñò£è Ü™ô£ñ™ ²¬õò£è 
Þ¼‚°‹' â¡ø£˜ ²õ£I M«õè£ù‰î˜. õ£›M™ 
ªõŸP¬òŠðŸP‚ ªè£œõîŸ°, ºîL™ õ£›M¡ 
e¶ ï£‹ ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ ðŸÁ‚ªè£œ÷«õ‡´‹.

è£†®™ àô£ õ¼‹ ò£¬ù‚Ã†ìƒèœ, Ã†ì‹ 
Ã†ìñ£è„ «ê˜‰¶ ðø‚°‹ è£‚¬èèœ, Üöè£èˆ 
¶œO æ´‹ ¹œO ñ£¡èœ, õK¬êò£Œ 
c‰¶‹ Ü¡ùŠ ðø¬õèœ Þ¬õò¬ùˆ¶‹ 
å¼õ¼‚ªè£¼õ˜ «ð£†® «ð£´õF™¬ô. ñ£ø£è 
Ã®õ£›‰î£™ «è£® ï¡¬ñ â¡ø ÞòŸ¬èJ¡ 
GòF¬òˆî£¡ «è£†®†´‚ è£†´A¡øù. îQò£è 
à¬öŠð¬îMì‚ Ã†ìñ£è åŸÁ¬ñ»ìÂ‹, 
«ï˜¬ñ»ìÂ‹ à¬öŠðF™ ÜFè ðô¡ à‡´ 
â¡ðF™ äò‹ ã¶I™¬ô. ÞŠ«ð£ªî™ô£‹ 
GÁõùƒèO™ Ý†è¬÷ «õ¬ô‚° 
â´‚°‹«ð£¶Ãì îQñQîˆ Fø¬ñ¬ò ñ†´«ñ 
ð£˜‚è£ñ™, °¿õ£èŠ ðE¹Kò‚Ã®ò FøÂ‹ 
àœ÷î£ â¡ð¬î»‹  è¼ˆF™ ªè£‡«ì 
«î˜¾ ªêŒAø£˜èœ. è£ôˆ¬î»‹ «ïóˆ¬î»‹ 
Móò‹ ªêŒò£ñ™ ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ à¬öŠðõ¡ 
ÜFM¬óM™ '°¿ˆî¬ôõ¡' (Team Leader) 
ÝAø£¡. ªõŸP Üõ¡ õêŠð´Aø¶. «õìQ¡ 
õ¬ô‚°œ C‚Aò ðø¬õèœ å¼Iˆ¶ ðø‚è 
G¬ùˆî«ð£¶, õ¬ô î¬ìò£è Þ¼‚èM™¬ô. 
ñùî£™ å¡P¬í‰î£™ â™ô£‹ ê£ˆFò«ñ!

õ°Šð¬øJ™ èõù‹ Þ™ô£ñ™, ü¡ù½‚° 
ªõO«ò «õ®‚¬è ð£˜ˆîð®, èŸð¬ù àôA™ 
ê…êKˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ ñ£íõ¬ùŠ 
«ð£ô«õ, â¬î»‹ ñùF™ ðFˆ¶‚ ªè£œ÷£ñ™ 
M†´M´A¡ø ñQî˜èœ, õ£›‚¬èJ™ 
ï£œ«î£Á‹ ïì‚°‹ «î˜¾èO™ «î£ŸÁŠ 
«ð£A¡øù˜.

ê£î£óí ñQîù£è õ£›‰¶ ñ¬øò c 
å¼«ð£¶‹ G¬ù‚è‚Ãì£¶. ê£î¬ùò£÷ó£è 
õ£›‰¶ ê£Fˆ¶‚ è£†ì«õ ºŸðì «õ‡´‹. 
ÜP¾„ ²óƒèˆF¡ èî¾è¬÷ˆ Fø‰îõ¡ â¡Á 
Ü¬ùõó¶ G¬ùM½‹ Þì‹ªðø «õ‡´‹. 
ïñ¶ º¡ù£œ üù£FðF ì£‚ì˜  ÜŠ¶™èô£‹ 
Üõ˜èÀ‹ Ü¬î«ò ïñ‚° ð£ìñ£è„ 
ªê£™Aø£˜èœ. "cƒèœ ò£õ¼‹ èù¾ è£í 
«õ‡´‹. Hø° àƒèœ èù¾è¬÷ ïùõ£‚è 
ºòŸC‚è «õ‡´‹. C‰î¬ùî£¡ ªêò™õ®õ‹ 
â´‚°‹".

Ýù£™ ªõÁ‹ èù¾èœ õ£›‚¬èò™ô. èù¾èœ 
¬èÃì«õ‡´ªñ¡ø£™ É‚èˆFL¼‰¶ 
â¿‰F¼ƒèœ. èù¾ è£‡ð¬î GÁˆ¶ƒèœ. 
ªî£ì˜‰¶ ªêò™ð´ˆî ºò½ƒèœ. èù¾ 
ïùõ£°‹ è†ì£ò‹.

â¡ù£™ º®»ñ£? â¡ù£™ º®òMô¬ôªò¡ø£™ 
ò£ó£™ º®»‹? èù¬õ ïùõ£‚è «õ‡´‹ 
â¡ø£™ Þó¬õ ðèô£‚è «õ‡´‹. 
ï‹H‚¬è¬òŠ ð£ôñ£‚è «õ‡´‹. ï‹H‚¬è¬ò 
ï£ª÷™ô£‹ É‚A„ ²ñ‰î£™î£¡, ï‹H‚¬è 
ï‹¬ñˆ É‚A„ ²ñ‚°‹. à¡ e¶ àù‚«è 
ï‹H‚¬è Þ™¬ôªò¡ø£™. 'èì¾«÷ «ïK™ 
õ‰î£½‹ ðòQ™¬ô' â¡Á ²õ£I M«õè£ù‰î˜ 
ÜP¾Áˆ¶Aø£˜.

ÝŸø™, ê‚F ÝAò ¹¬îò™èœ ï‹Iì‹ 
G¬ø‰¶ Aì‚A¡øù. ï£‹ ªõŸPò£÷ó£è 
õô‹ õó«õ‡´ªñ¡ø£™, ïñ¶ ñù Fìº‹, 
ï‹H‚¬è»‹ «ñ‹ð´ˆîŠðì«õ‡´‹. 
àŸê£èñ£ù àí˜„C«ò£´‹, ñA›„Cò£ù 
ñù«î£´‹ õ£›‰î£™ â‰îMîñ£ù î¬ìè¬÷»‹ 
ï£‹ îè˜ˆªîP‰¶Mìô£‹. â™¬ôJ™ô£ 
ê£î¬ùè¬÷ ¹KõîŸ‚è£ù âF˜è£ô‹ 
è£ˆF¼‚Aø¶.

Þó¾ «ïó‹ °‹I¼†®™ ðø‚°‹ «ð£¶î£¡ 

HøŠð£™ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ÉŒ¬ñò£ùõ˜è«÷ å¼õ˜ ªêŒ»‹ ð£õ«ñ Üõ¬ó‚      
è÷ƒèŠð´ˆ¶Aø¶.                                       & Þ«ò²ï£î˜
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I¡IQŠ Ì„Cèœ ªü£L‚A¡øù. æò£¶ 
à¬ö‚°‹ «ð£¶î£¡ ñQî¡ ªü£L‚Aø£¡. 
à¬öŠ¬ð àîP îœOM†´ ò£ó£½‹ 
àòóº®ò£¶. àôA¡ ºî™ ðí‚è£ó˜ 
H™«è†v, ì£ì£ H˜ô£ «ð£¡øõ˜èœ îƒè÷¶ 
à¬öŠð£™ àòóº®»‹ â¡ø ï‹H‚¬èJ™ 
à¬öŠ¹ iFèO™ àô£ õ‰îõ˜èœî£«ù? 
ªõÀ‚èˆ¶®‚°‹ Aö‚¬èŠ«ð£™ cƒèœ 
à¬ö‚èˆ ¶®‚è«õ‡´‹.

è™½‚°œ ñ¬ø‰¶œ÷ CŸðˆ¬î ºîL™ î¡ 
ñù‚è‡E™ ðFò ¬õ‚Aø£¡ CŸH. H¡ 
ÜFL¼‰¶ ÜöAò CŸðˆ¬î î¡ù£™ à¼õ£‚è 
º®»‹ â¡ø ï‹H‚¬è¬ò à¼õ£‚°Aø£¡. 
â‡í«ñ ªêò™ õ®õ‹ ªðÁAø¶. Ü‚è™L¡ 
«õ‡ì£î ð£èƒè¬÷ c‚AM†´ ÜöAò 
CŸðˆ¬î ÜPºè‹ ªêŒAø£¡. Þ‚è™¬ô 
¬õˆ¶ ï£‹ â¡ù ê£Fˆ¶ MìŠ«ð£A«ø£‹ 
âù ï‹H‚¬è Þö‰F¼‰î£™ ÜöAò CŸð‹ 
à¼õ£AJ¼‚°ñ£? ÜªñK‚è Üµ Mûˆî£™ 
º®¾¬ó â¿îŠð†´M†ì¶ â¡Á àôè«ñ 
G¬ùˆî£½‹, ï£‹ º®‰¶ «ð£«ù£‹ â¡Á 
üŠð£¡ ¹ô‹ðM™¬ô. ï‹H‚¬è¬ò ¬èMì£î 
üŠð£¡ Þ¡Á. ¹Fò ªð£¼÷£î£óˆF¡ º¡Â¬ó 
â¿F‚ªè£‡®¼‚Aø¶.

àø‚èˆ¬î àîPˆîœOM†´ ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ 
ºòŸC ªêŒAøõ¡ ê£î¬ùò£÷¡ ÝAø£¡. 
à¬ö‚èˆ ¶E‰¶M†ì£™ àôè‹ 
àƒèÀ‚° õ£›ˆ¶ð£ì ¬õè¬øò£Œ â¿‹. 
î¡ù‹H‚¬è«ò£´ ¶E¾‹ «ê˜‰¶ ªè£‡ì£™ 
â‰îŠðEò£è Þ¼‰î£½‹ ÜF™ ºˆF¬óŠ 
ðF‚è º®»‹. è£ôˆF¡ õ÷˜„C«ò£´ Þ¬í‰¶ 
ï£º‹ Þò™ð£è õ÷ó º®»‹. î¡ù‹H‚¬è 
º¡«ùŸPˆF¡ ºî™ð®.

"ï‹ñ£™ Þ‰î‚ è£Kòˆ¬î âŠð®ªêŒò 
º®»‹? ï‹ î¬ôJ™ èwìŠðì«õ‡´‹ âù 
â¿FJ¼‚Aø¶" âù ªï£‰¶ ªè£œõ¶‹, 
Mó‚FJ™ ªõ‰¶ «ð£õ¶‹ Ü®«ò£´ 
ï‹IìI¼‰¶ Üèô«õ‡´‹. 

â‡Eò â‡Eò£ƒ° âŒ¶ð â‡Eò£˜
F‡Eòó£èŠ ªðP¡ &
â¡Aø£˜ F¼õœÀõ˜. â¡ù£™ Þ¬î ê£Fˆ¶ 
è£†ì º®»‹. Þ‰î‚ è£Kòˆ¬î ï£¡ è†ì£ò‹ 
ªêŒ¶ º®Š«ð¡ â¡ø ï‹H‚¬è Þ¼‰î£«ô ï‹ 
Þô†Cò ðòí‹ ªõŸPò£è º®»‹.

«ð£˜‚è÷ˆF™ «ð£˜ ïì‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. 
ªõŸP¬ò «ï£‚A º¡«ùP‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î 
ð¬ìèÀ‚° æ˜ ÞìˆF™ âF˜Š¹ ðôñ£è 
Þ¼‰î¶. âFKèO¡ ð¬ì Þõ˜è¬÷ Mì ðô‹ 
I‚èî£Œ Þ¼‰î¶. Þ‰î„ C‚èô£ù Å›G¬ôJ™ 
ªõŸPªðø â¡ù ªêŒõ¶ âùŠ ð¬ìˆ î÷ðF 
«ò£Cˆî£¡. î¡ ð¬ì ió˜è¬÷ Ü¬öˆî£¡.

"Þ«î£ Þ‰î «è£JL™ Hó£˜ˆî¬ù ªêŒ¶ â¡ 
¬èJL¼‚°‹ ï£íòˆ¬î„ ²‡®Š«ð£´A«ø¡. 
î¬ô M¿‰î£™ èì¾œ ï‹ºì¡ Þ¼‚Aø£˜. 
ï£‹ ªüJŠ«ð£‹ â¡Á Ü˜ˆî‹. ÌM¿‰î£™ 
ï£‹ «î£ŸÁM´«õ£‹ â¡Á èì¾œ ÃÁõî£Œ 
Ü˜ˆî‹" â¡ø£¡. ï£íòˆ¬î ²‡®òF™ î¬ô 
M¿‰î¶.

«ð£˜ ió˜èÀ‚° å«ó àŸê£è‹. " èì¾«÷ 
ï‹ºì¡ Þ¼‚Aø£˜. ï‹¬ñò£ó£½‹ «î£Ÿè®‚è 
º®ò£¶" â¡ø ï‹H‚¬è«ò£´ è´¬ñò£èŠ 
«ð£K†´, âFKè¬÷ Mó†®ò®ˆ¶ ï£†¬ì‚ 
è£Šð£ŸPù˜.

"ðóõ£J™¬ô«ò, ï£‹ ªüJˆ¶M†«ì£‹ ï£íò‹ 
è£†®ò¶ êKò£èˆî£¡ Þ¼‚Aø¶" â¡Á 
î÷ðFJì‹ ÃPù£¡ î÷ðFJ¡ àîMò£÷¡. 
î÷ðF ÜõÂ‚° ï£íòˆ¬î â´ˆ¶ è£†®ù£¡. 
Þó‡´ ð‚èº‹ î¬ôî£¡ Þ¼‰î¶. "ï‹H‚¬è 
î£¡ ªõŸP¬ò î‰î¶" â¡ø£¡ î÷ðF. Þ‰î 
ï‹H‚¬èî£¡ ñ£ió¡ ªïŠ«ð£Lò¡ ðô 
ªõŸPè¬÷ °M‚è àîMò¶. â¡QìI¼‰¶ 
â™ô£õŸ¬ø»‹ â´ˆ¶‚ªè£œÀƒèœ. ï£¡ 
ªõŸPò¬ìò â¡ ï‹H‚¬è ñ†´‹ âù‚°Š 
«ð£¶‹' â¡Á Üõ˜ àÁFðì‚ ÃÁõ£˜.  
ï‹H‚¬è â¡ð¶ ªõŸP«ò£´ õ¼‹. ªõŸP 
â¡ð¶ ï‹H‚¬è à¬ì«ò£Kì«ñ õ¼‹.

ï‹H‚¬èJ¡ ï†êˆFóñ£è, Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ 
â´ˆ¶‚è£†ì£èˆ Fè›ðõ˜ G‚MÎTC‚ 
(Nick Viujicic). Þõ˜ 1982 ®ê‹ð˜ 4&‹ «îF 
ÝvF«óLò£M™ ªñ™«ð£˜Q™ Hø‰îõ˜. 
Þõ˜ Hø‰îF™ â¡ù Ý„êKò‹, ÜFêò‹ 
â¡Á «è†Al˜è÷£? Þõ¼‚° HøMJ«ô«ò 
Þó‡´ ¬èèÀ‹, Þó‡´ è£™èÀ‹ Þ™¬ô. 
¬èèœ Þ™ô£ñ™ è£™èœ Þ™ô£ñ™ å¼ ê¬îŠ 
H‡ìñ£èˆî£¡ Hø‰î£˜. Cô ï£†èO™ Þõ˜ 
Þø‰¶M´õ£˜ â¡«ø â™«ô£¼‹ G¬ùˆîù˜. 
Ýù£™ ÜîŸ° ñ£ø£è Ý«ó£‚Aòñ£è«õ 
õ÷˜‰î£˜ Þõ˜.

ªð¼‰î¡¬ñò£ù °í‹ â™ô£ ïŸ°íƒèÀ‚°‹ Ýðóí‹ «ð£¡ø¶. 
                                                    & ÜKvì£†®™
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ªð£¡ªñ£N cƒèœ ï‹H‚¬è«ò£´ à¬ö»ƒèœ àƒèœ Ý¬êèœ G¬ø«õø è£‡d˜èœ,
                                                       & Þ«ò²ï£î˜

ÝvF«óLò£M¡ ê†ìŠð® àì™ áùºŸø‚ 
°ö‰¬îèœ, ê£î£óí‚ °ö‰¬îèœ ð®‚°‹ 
ðœOJ™ «ê˜‰¶ ð®‚è º®ò£¶. Þõ˜ Ü‹ñ£ 
Ü¬î âF˜ˆ¶ è´¬ñò£èŠ «ð£ó£®ù£˜. º®M™ 
Þõ¼‚°Š ðœO‚ èî¾èœ Fø‰îù. ÞQ«ñ™ 
âù‚°ˆ îQ¬ñ Þ™¬ô. G¬øò ï‡ð˜èœ 
A¬ìŠð£˜èœ â¡Á âF˜ð£˜ˆ¶ ðœO‚°‚ 
ªê¡ø Þõ¼‚° ãñ£Ÿø«ñ I…Cò¶. ÞõKì‹ 
ò£¼‹ «ðêM™¬ô. «èL ªêŒî£˜èœ. I¼èè£†C 
ê£¬ôJ™ I¼èˆ¬î «õ®‚¬èŠ ð£˜Šð¶ «ð£™ 
Üõ¬óŠ ð£˜ˆî£˜èœ. Þõ˜ ðœO‚°„ ªê™ô 
ðò‰î£˜. èì¾œ ã¡ â¡¬ù ÞŠð®Š ð¬ìˆî£˜ 
â¡Á Ü¿î£˜. ðôº¬ø îŸªè£¬ô ªêŒ¶ªè£œ÷ 
ºò¡ø£˜. Þõ˜ Ü‹ñ£¾‹ ÜŠð£¾‹ ÝÁî™ 
ÃP Þõ¼‚° ï‹H‚¬è á†®ù£˜èœ.

Ü‰î ï‹H‚¬è i‡ «ð£èM™¬ô. ðF¬ù‰î£õ¶ 
õòF™ î¡¬ù ²ò ñFŠd´ ªêŒ¶ ªè£‡ì£˜. 
Ý‡ìõ¡ ãî£õªî£¼ è£óí‹ Þ™ô£ñ™ 
î¡¬ù ÞŠð® ð¬ìˆF¼‚è ñ£†ì£˜ â¡Á 
º¿¬ñò£è ï‹Hù£˜. îù‚° ï‹H‚¬èÎ†® 
õ÷˜‚°‹ ªðŸ«ø£¼‚° õ£›M™ ãî£õ¶ 
¬èñ£Á ªêŒò«õ‡´‹ âù º®¾ ªêŒî£˜. 
õ£›‚¬èJ¡ å¼ Þô‚° «ï£‚A, ªï…C™ 
àÁF»ì¡ ðòíˆ¬î ªî£ì˜‰î£˜. ÞŠ«ð£¶ 
Üõó¶ õ£›‚¬è Þô°õ£A M†ì¶.

Þõ˜ ï¡° ð®ˆ¶ õEèˆ¶¬øJ™ Þ÷ƒè¬ôŠ 
ð†ì‹ ªðŸø£˜. îù¶ 23&õ¶ õòF™ õ£ŒŠ¹ A†´‹ 
«ð£ªî™ô£‹ ñ£íõ˜èOì‹ î¡ ÜÂðõƒè¬÷Š 
ðA˜‰¶ ªè£‡ì£˜. î¡ ÜÂðõƒè¬÷ Hø¼ì¡ 
ðA˜‰¶ ªè£œõî¡ ºô‹ Üõ˜èÀ‚°œ«÷ 
¶õ‡´ Aì‚°‹ ï‹H‚¬è bðˆF¡ FKè¬÷ 
É‡®M†ì£˜. ðœO è™ÖK ñ£íõ˜èOìˆF™ 
î¡ à‡¬ñò£ù «ð„ê£™ ¹ˆ¶í˜„C¬ò 
ãŸð´ˆFù£˜. ðô GÁõùƒèO™ «ð£†® 
«ð£†´‚ªè£‡´ Þõ¬óŠ «ðê Ü¬öˆî£˜èœ. 
¹Fò Cèóƒè¬÷ˆ ªî£ì«õ‡´‹ â¡ø èù¾ì¡ 
Þõ˜ ðòEˆî£˜.

ÝvF«óLò£M™ ñ†´ñ™ô, àôè‹ º¿õ¶‹, 
Þ¼‡ì àœ÷ƒèO™ ï‹H‚¬è åO«òŸÁ‹ 
Cø‰î «ð„ê£÷¡ Ýè «õ‡´‹ â¡ð¶ Þõó¶ 
Ý¬ê. â†ì «õ‡®ò Þô‚° ªîOõ£è Þ¼‰¶, 
Ü¬î Ü¬ì»‹ Ý¬ê»‹, â†ìº®»‹ â¡ø 
ï‹H‚¬è»-‹ ªè£¿‰¶ M†ªìK‰î£™ î¬ìèœ 
â™ô£‹ É÷£°‹. èù¾èœ ò£¾‹ ïùõ£°‹.

Þõ˜ â¿Fò ¹ˆîèˆF¡ ªðò˜, '¬èèO™¬ô, 

è£™èO™¬ô, èõ¬ô»I™¬ô'. ¬èèÀ‹ 
è£™èÀ‹ Þ¡P, åšªõ£¼ Ü¡ø£ìˆ «î¬õ‚°‹ 
Hø¬ó ï‹H õ£ö«õ‡®ò Þõ«ó, ñ‚èœ 
ñùF™ â™¬ôòŸø àŸê£èˆ¬î á†´‹«ð£¶, 
àìŸ°¬øèœ â¶¾‹ Þ™ô£î c, ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ 
ðòEˆ¶ ªõŸPè¬÷ â†ì â¶î£¡ î¬ì‚è™ô£è 
Þ¼‰Fì º®»‹?

ð¬ìˆî èì¾À‹, ß¡ªø´ˆî ªðŸ«ø£˜èÀ‹î£¡ 
«ê£Á «ð£ì «õ‡´ªñ¡ø£™, ïñ‚° âîŸ° 
è‡èÀ‹, ¬èèÀ‹, è£™èÀ‹? Þ¬îªò™ô£‹ 
ðò¡ð´ˆF à¬öˆ¶ õ£ö«õ‡´‹ 
â¡ðîŸè£èˆî£«ù Ü¬îªò™ô£‹ àì‹H™ 
¬õˆ¶ èì¾œ ï‹¬ñ ð¬ìˆF¼‚Aø£˜. èì¾«÷! 
ðC‚°¶ âù‚ èì¾¬÷ °‹H†´ ªè£‡«ì 
Ýè£òˆ¬îŠ ð£˜ˆîð® ïì‰î£™, Fø‰F¼‚°‹ 
ê£‚è¬ì‚°œ î£¡ Mö«õ‡´‹. èì¾œ 
ï‹H‚¬è«ò£´, à¬öˆ¶ õ£ö º®»‹ â¡ø 
ï‹H‚¬è«ò£´ àƒèœ õ£›‚¬è¬ò àƒèœ 
¬èJ™ â´ˆ¶„ ªè£œÀƒèœ.

àù‚°œ å¼ îQˆFø¬ñ åO‰F¼Aø¶. 
Ü‰îˆ Fø¬ñ¬ò‚ è‡´H®. ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ 
î¬ìè¬÷»‹, «î£™Mè¬÷»‹, âF˜ªè£œ. 
õ£ù‹ à¡ õêŠð´‹. à¡ õ£›M™ õ¼‹ 
Ü¬ùˆ¶ êõ£™è¬÷»‹, è®ù à¬öŠ¹ 
Mì£ ºòŸC «ï˜¬ñ «ð£¡ø «è£†ð£´è÷£™ 
ªõŸP ªè£œ. Þ¶î£¡ 'G‚' õ£›‚¬è ïñ‚°‚ 
èŸÁˆî¼‹ ï™ôð£ì‹. 

ð†ì¬ø‚°„ ªê™½‹ Þ¼‹¹ ð‚°õŠð´ˆîŠð†´, 
ð†¬ì b†ìŠð†´ ªõO«ò õ¼õ¶«ð£ô à¡ 
õ£›M™ ï‹H‚¬èJ¡ åO Hø‚è«õ‡´‹. 
àœ÷ƒ¬èJ™ à¬öŠ¬ð ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ 
«ê£‹ðL™ ²è‹«î´‹ àîõ£‚è¬ó ñ£Qìù£è 
c ñK‚è‚Ãì£¶. æ†¬ì‚ °¬ì¬ò É‚AŠ 
H®ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡´ ªõJL™ ïìŠðõ¡ «õ®‚¬è 
ñQî¡. ïñ‚° A¬ìˆF¼‚°‹ õ£›‚¬è 
Iè¾‹ ÜŸ¹îñ£ù¶, Üöè£ù¶‹Ãì. ºîL™ 
õ£›M¡ «ñ¡¬ñ¬ò ¹K‰¶ªè£œ÷«õ‡´‹. 
ï‹H‚¬è Þö‰¶, Þ¬î ñ‡«í£´ ñ‡í£è 
ñ‚A «ð£èMì£ñ™ ñA›„Cò£Œ ÜÂðMŠð¶ 
'ï‹ ¬èJ™', ïñ¶ 'ï‹H‚¬èJ™' î£¡ àœ÷¶. 
à¡ Þø‚¬èèœ MKò†´‹. ðó‰î M‡ªõOJ™ 
ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡ à¡ ðòí‹ ªî£ìó†´‹. c 
ê£°‹ «õ¬÷J½‹ à¡ ï‹H‚¬è ê£è‚Ãì£¶.                                                  
ªõŸP àù«î! 
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ªð£¡ªñ£N àŸê£èºœ÷õ¬ù âF˜Š¹ î¬ì ªêŒòõF™¬ô. ñ£ø£è ÜõÂ‚° Ü¶ «ñ½‹ 

á‚èˆ¬î á†´Aø¶.                                    & U™ô˜

C‰î¬ù!
º¡ªù£¼ è£ôˆF™ Yù£M™ å¼ ªðKò YŠ¹ 

Mò£ð£K îù‚°Š H¡ Mò£ð£óˆ¬î î¡ 
Í¡Á ñè¡èO™ ò£˜ õê‹ åŠð¬ìŠð¶ â¡Á 
b˜ñ£Q‚è Üõ˜èÀ‚° å¼ «ð£†® ¬õˆî£¡. 
ò£˜ ÜFè Ü÷¾ YŠ¹è¬÷ ¹ˆî ñì£ôòˆFŸ° 
MŸAø£˜è«÷£ Üõ¡ î£¡ î¡ Mò£ð£óˆ¬î 
G˜õA‚èˆ î°Fò£ùõ¡ â¡Á ÜPMˆî£¡. 
ªñ£†¬ì Ü®ˆ¶œ÷ ¹ˆî H‚°èOì‹ YŠ¹ 
Mò£ð£óñ£ â¡Á ñè¡èœ Íõ¼‹ Ýó‹ðˆF™ 
F¬èˆîù˜. å¼ YŠ¬ð‚ Ãì MŸè º®ò£«î 
â¡Á G¬ùˆîù˜. ÜîŸ°Š H¡ Íõ¼‹ ºòŸC 
â´Šð¶ â¡Á º®¾ ªêŒîù˜. Üõ˜èœ îƒèœ 
Fø¬ñ¬ò ªõOŠð´ˆî Cô ï£†èœ Üõè£ê‹ 
ªè£´ˆî Ü‰î Mò£ð£K Ü¶ º®‰î¾ì¡ 
ñè¡è¬÷ Ü¬öˆ¶ Üõ˜èœ â‰î Ü÷¾ ªõŸP 
ªðŸP¼‚Aø£˜èœ â¡Á «è†ì£¡.

                         å¼ ñè¡ ªê£¡ù£¡. "ï£¡ Þó‡´ YŠ¹èœ 
¹ˆî ñì£ôòˆFŸ° MŸ«ø¡". Mò£ð£K «è†ì£¡. 
"âŠð®?" "¹ˆîH‚°èOì‹ Þ‰î YŠ¬ð º¶° 
ªê£Pò¾‹ àð«ò£A‚èô£‹" â¡Á ªê£™L 
ð£˜ˆ«î¡. Þó‡´ ¹ˆî H‚°èÀ‚° Ü¶ 
êKªò¡Áð†ì¶. Üîù£™ Üõ˜èœ Þ¼õ¼‹ 
Þó‡´ YŠ¹èœ õ£ƒAù£˜èœ.

Þ¡ªù£¼ ñè¡ ªê£¡ù£¡, "ï£¡ ðˆ¶ 
YŠ¹èœ MŸð¬ù ªêŒ«î¡." Mò£ð£K 
Ý„êKòˆ¶ì¡ «è†ì£¡. "âŠð®". "õNªò™ô£‹ 
è£ŸÁ ÜFèñ£è àœ÷î£™ ñ¬ô «ñ™ àœ÷ 
Ü‰îŠ ¹ˆî ñì£ôòˆîFŸ°Š «ð£Aøõ˜èœ 
î¬ôº®ªò™ô£‹ ªð¼‹ð£½‹ è¬ô‰¶ 
M´Aø¶. ÜŠð® è¬ô‰î î¬ôº®»ì¡ ¹ˆî¬ó 
îKC‚è ð‚î˜èœ ªê™õ¶ ¹ˆî¼‚°„ ªêŒ»‹ 
ÜõñKò£¬îò£èˆ «î£¡ÁAø¶ â¡Á ¹ˆî 
ñì£ôòˆF™ ªê£¡«ù¡. «ñ½‹ å¼ ªðKò 
è‡í£®»‹ Cô YŠ¹èÀ‹ ¬õˆî£™ Üõ˜èœ 
îƒèœ î¬ôº®¬ò„ êK ªêŒ¶ ªè£‡´ 
¹ˆî¬ó îKC‚è ªê™õ¶ ï¡ø£è Þ¼‚°‹ â¡ø 
Ý«ô£ê¬ù»‹ ªê£¡«ù¡.åˆ¶‚ ªè£‡´ ðˆ¶ 
YŠ¹èœ õ£ƒAù£˜èœ". Mò£ð£K Ü‰î ñè¬ùŠ 

ð£ó£†®ù£¡.

Í¡ø£‹ ñè¡ ªê£¡ù£¡. "ï£¡ ÝJó‹ 
YŠ¹èœ MŸð¬ù ªêŒ«î¡" Mò£ð£K 
Ý„êKòˆF¡ â™¬ô‚«è ªê¡ø£¡. "âŠð®?" 
"Ü‰î ¹ˆî ñì£ôòˆîIŸ° ãó£÷ñ£«ù£˜ õ‰¶ 
ªð£¼ÀîM ªêŒAø£˜èœ. Üõ˜èœ àîM¬ò 
ªñ„C ¹ˆîK¡ ÝCèœ Üõ˜è¬÷ õNïìˆ¶‹ 
õ‡í‹ Üõ˜èÀ‚° ãî£õ¶ å¼ G¬ù¾Š 
ðK² õöƒAù£™ Ü¶ «ñ½‹ ðô¼‹ ¹ˆî 
ñì£ôòˆFŸ° àîM ªêŒòˆ É‡ì àî¾‹ 
â¡«ø¡". Ü‰î ñì£ôòˆ î¬ôõ˜ â¡ù 
G¬ù¾Š ðK² îóô£‹ â¡Á â¡¬ù‚ «è†ì£˜.

ï£¡, "¹ˆîK¡ õ£êèƒè¬÷Š ðFˆ¶ ¬õˆF¼‰î 
Cô YŠ¹è¬÷ c†®«ù¡. Ü‰î YŠ¹è¬÷ 
Fùº‹ àð«ò£A‚°‹ ð‚î˜èÀ‚° Ü‰î 
àð«îêƒè¬÷ˆ Fùº‹ è£µ‹ õ£ŒŠ¹‹ 
A¬ì‚°‹. Ü‰î àð«îêƒèœ Üõ˜è¬÷ˆ 
Fùº‹ õN ïìˆ¶õù£è¾‹ Þ¼‚°‹ â¡Á 
ªîKMˆ«î¡. Ü¶ ï™ô «ò£ê¬ù â¡Á 
G¬ùˆî ñì£ôòˆî¬ôõ˜ àìù®ò£è ÜŠð® 
¹ˆîK¡ õ£êèƒèœ ðFˆî ÝJó‹ YŠ¹èœ õ£ƒè 
åŠ¹‚ªè£‡ì£˜".

Þõ¡ Þó‡ì£‹ ñè¡ «ð£ô«õ ¹ˆî 
H‚°èÀ‚°Š ðòQ™ô£ M†ì£½‹ Üõ˜èÀì¡ 
ê‹ð‰îŠð´‹ ñŸøõ˜èÀ‚°Š ðò¡ð´ñ™ôõ£ 

¹Fò
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  ªð£¡ªñ£N «ò£CŠðî£ù£™ Gî£ùñ£Œ «ò£C»ƒèœ. ªêò™ð´õî£ù£™ àÁF«ò£´ 
ªêò™ð´ƒèœ; M†´‚ ªè£´Šðî£ù£™ ªð¼‰î¡¬ñ«ò£´ M†´‚ ªè£´ƒèœ.         
                                                            &  «è£™ì¡

♠	ÜˆFŠðöˆ¬î àô˜ˆF Þ®ˆ¶ ªð£® ªêŒ¶ å¼ «î‚èó‡® Ü÷¾ è£¬ô, ñ£¬ô 

ð£L™ à†ªè£œ÷ Þîò‹ õ½õ£°‹. Þóˆî‹ ªð¼°‹.

♠ ªê‹ð¼ˆFŠ Ì¬õ cKL†´ è£Œ„C õ®è†® ð£½‹ ê˜‚è¬ó»‹ «ê˜ˆ¶‚ è£¬ô, 

ñ£¬ô ð¼è ñ£˜¹õL Þîò ðôiù‹ b¼‹.

♠  ¶÷C Þ¬ô¬ò H†ìMòô£Œ ÜMˆ¶Š HN‰î ê£Á 5 I™L è£¬ô, ñ£¬ô ê£ŠH†´ 

õó ðC¬ò ÜFèK‚°‹. Þîò‹, è™hó™ ÝAòõŸ¬øŠ ðôŠð´ˆ¶‹.

♠  C¡ù ªõƒè£òˆ¬î ê£Á â´ˆ¶ Ü«î Ü÷¾ «î¡ «ê˜ˆ¶ FùêK è£¬ôJ™ 

Í¡Á «î‚èó‡® Ü÷¾ ªõÁ‹ õJŸP™ å¼ ñ‡ìô‹ ê£ŠH†´õó Þîò Ü¬ìŠ¹ 

ÝAò¬õ °íñ£°‹.

Þîò‹ ðô‹ ªðø  âOò ñ¼‰¶èœ

â¡Aø C‰î¬ù¬òˆ î£¡ ªêŒî£¡. Ü‰î 
ªõÁ‹ YŠH™ ¹ˆîK¡ àð«îêƒè¬÷„ ªê¶‚A 
Ü¬î Üõ˜èœ M¼‹¹‹ õ‡í‹ àò˜ˆF 
Ü¬î ï¡ªè£¬ì õöƒ°‹ ð‚î˜èÀ‚° ¹ˆîK¡ 
ÝCò£è ñ£ŸP MŸð¬ù ªêŒî£¡. ÜõÂ¬ìò 
MˆFò£êñ£ù C‰î¬ù ÜîŸè£è Üõ¡ â´ˆî 
ªè£‡ì à¬öŠ¹ â™ô£‹ ñŸøõ˜è¬÷ I…²‹ 
õ‡í‹ ªõŸP ªðŸø¶. «ñ½‹ ñŸø 
Þ¼õ¬óŠ «ð£™ ÞõÂ¬ìò 
MŸð¬ù å¼ º¬ø«ò£´ 
º®Aø MŸð¬ù Ü™ô. 
¹ˆî ñì£ôòˆFŸ° 
ï ¡ ª è £ ¬ ì è œ 
î ¼ A ø õ ˜ è œ 
ÜFèK‚è ÜFèK‚è 
Þõ¡ MŸð¬ù»‹ 
ÜFèK‚°‹.

Ü‰î Mò£ð£K â‰î ñèQì‹ î¡ Mò£ð£óˆ¬î 
åŠð¬ìˆî£˜ â¡Á ªê£™ô «õ‡®òF™¬ô.
ªñ£†¬ì H‚°èOì‹ YŠ¹ MŸèŠ «ð£õ¶ 
è‡®Šð£è Ýè£î «õ¬ô â¡Á G¬ùŠð¶ 
î£¡ ªð£¶õ£è ï£‹ è£í„Ã®ò ñ«ù£ð£õ‹. 
Cô êñòƒèO™ ï‹¬ñ‚ ªè£‡´ «ê˜‚°‹ 

Å›G¬ô»‹ A†ìˆî†ì Þ«î «ð£ôˆ î£¡ 
Þ¼‚°‹. ÜFL¼‰¶ eœõîŸ° õN«ò 
Þ™¬ô â¡Á ºîL™ «î£¡Á‹. Ýù£™ 
Ü¬î åŠ¹‚ªè£‡´ ºìƒA GŸ«ð£ñ£ù£™ 
ï£‹ «î£™M¬ò åŠ¹‚ªè£‡´ M†«ì£‹ 
â¡ð¶ ªð£¼œ. ºòŸCèO½‹ ðô õ¬è 
à‡´ â¡ðîŸ° Mò£ð£KJ¡ Í¡Á ñè¡èœ 
ºòŸCè«÷ àî£óí‹.

å¼ ñè¡ ¹ˆî H‚°èÀ‚°ˆ î¬ô 
õ£ó YŠ¹ ðò¡ðì£M†ì£™ 

«õªøîŸè£õ¶ ðò¡ð´ñ£ 
â¡Á «ò£Cˆîî¡ ðôù£è 
ÝJó‹ YŠ¹èœ Üõù£™ 
MŸè º®‰î¶. ð£˜¬õ¬ò 

MK¾ð´ˆ¶ƒèœ. ¹Fò 
¹Fò «è£íƒèO™ C‰F»ƒèœ. Cô CPò 
ñ£Ÿøƒè÷£™ ªðKò M¬÷¾è¬÷ ãŸð´ˆî 
º®»ñ£ â¡Á «ò£C»ƒèœ. ªð£Á¬ñ»ìÂ‹, 
ï‹H‚¬è»ìÂ‹ ºò¡ø£™ Ü‰î‚ è®ùñ£ù  
Å›G¬ô«ò cƒèœ Ü¬ìòŠ «ð£°‹ Ü÷ŠðKò 
ªõŸPèÀ‚° ÜvFõ£óñ£è Ü¬ñò‚Ã´‹. 
"º®ò£¶ â¡Á «î£¡Á‹ Ýó‹ð ÜHŠHó£òˆFŸ° 
Ü®ðEò£b˜èœ."
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  ªð£¡ªñ£N àôèˆFŸ° c õöƒ°õ¶ ÜFèñ£è¾‹, àôèˆFìI¼‰¶ c ãŸð¶ °¬øõ£è¾‹  
 Þ¼‚è†´‹.                                                   & õ£™†«ì˜

Ü‚è£ôˆF™ å¼õK¡ ªî£ŠH Ü™ô¶ 
à¬ìJ™, ãî£õ¶ å¼ «è£íƒAˆîù‹ 

ªêŒ¶M†´, Üõ˜èO¡ º¶°‚°ŠH¡ 
Üõ˜è¬÷Š ðKèC‚°‹ ðö‚è‹ Þ¼‰î¶. 
ñQîÂ‚° âŠ«ð£¶«ñ Hø¬ó ãñ£ŸøŠ 
H®‚°‹, ¬ïò£‡® ªêŒòŠH®‚°‹. 
C¡ù «ê†¬ìèœ ªêŒ»‹ ðö‚è‹ ðœOŠ 
Hœ¬÷èOì‹ Þ¼‰î¶, ê†¬ìJ™, ‘Þƒ‚‘ 
ªîOŠð˜; à¼¬÷‚AöƒA™,’ãŠó™ Ì™’ â¡Á 
ªê¶‚A Üî¡ e¶, 'Þƒ‚'¬è GóŠH ï‡ðQ¡ 
ê†¬ìJ™ Ü®Šð˜. ªðKòõ˜èœ ï‹Iì‹ 
èõ¬ôŠð´‹ð®ò£ù ãî£õ¶ ªêŒF¬ò‚ ÃP 
ï‹¬ñ ï‹ð ¬õˆ¶ŠH¡, ’ãŠó™ Ì™’ â¡ð˜. 
ï£‹ èí GIì‹ ãñ£‰¶  «ð£õF™ Üõ˜èÀ‚° 
Üˆî¬ù ê‰«î£û‹. ï£‹ ãñ£ø£M†ì£™ 
Üõ˜èœ  ãñ£‰¶ «ð£õ˜. Þšõ£Á å¼õ¬ó 
ñŸøõ˜ Y‡ì¾‹, A‡ìô®‚è¾‹ ÜŠ«ð£¶ 
«ïó‹ Þ¼‰î¶. Ýù£™, Þ¡«ø£ ÜîŸªè™ô‹ 
ïñ‚° ã¶ «ïó‹? Üõóõ˜ æ†ì‹ Üõóõ˜‚°. 
Üõóõ˜ èõ¬ô»‹  «îì½‹, º†ì£œèœ 
Fù‹ î£¡. ðô¼‹ ï‹¬ñ ðô MûòƒèO™ 
Fù‹ Fù‹ º†ì£œè÷£‚A‚ ªè£‡´ î£«ù 
Þ¼‚A¡øù˜? ï‹ ð®ŠðP¾‹, ð†ìP¾‹ ïñ‚° 
àî¾õ¶ Þ™¬ô. è£óí‹ ï‹ «ðó£¬ê.

º†ì£œîùñ£è  â™ô£¬ó»‹  ï‹H ãñ£‰¶ 
«ð£ŒM†´ H¡, MF e¶ ðN «ð£´A«ø£‹. 
èì¾œ ¬èM†´ M†ì£˜ â¡Á ¹ô‹¹A«ø£‹. 
îŸªè£¬ô ªêŒ¶ ªè£œÀ‹ º®¬õ»‹ 
â´‚A«ø£‹. Þ¡¬øò àôA™ ò£Kìº‹ 
à‡¬ñ Þ™¬ô. ªð£¼œ ê£˜‰î õ£›‚¬èJ™ 
å¼õKìº‹ ï‹ðèˆî¡¬ñ Þ™¬ô. î£¡ 
õ£ö, î¡ ê‰îF ñ†´«ñ õ£ö ñùê£†Cè¬÷ 
Üì° ¬õˆ¶ M†ìù˜. ðíˆFŸ° º¡ 
²Ÿøº‹, ï†¹‹ º‚Aòñ£ â¡ù? ²òïôˆFŸ° 
àœ÷£˜‰î àø¾‹ A¬ìò£¶, Ýˆñ£˜ˆî ï†¹‹ 
A¬ìò£¶. Mõó‹ ªîKò£ñ™ ãñ£ŸÁ«õ£¬ó 
ñ¡Q‚èô£‹. Üõ˜èÀ‚° ðKî£ðŠðìô£‹. 
Ýù£™ è‡¬íˆ Fø‰¶ ªè£‡«ì 
«ð£Œ ð£¿ƒAíŸP«ô M¿«õ£¼‚è£è 

ÜÂî£ðŠðìˆ «î¬õJ™¬ô.

Y†´ŠH®Šðõ˜èÀ‹, GFGÁõù‹ 
ïìˆ¶«õ£¼‹ ñ‚èO¡ ðíˆ¬î ²¼†®‚ 
ªè£‡´ æ´‹ è¬î Ü¬ùõ¼‚°‹ ªîK‰î¶ 
î£¡. Þˆªî£NL™ Þ¼‚°‹ «ï˜¬ñò£«ù£˜ 
ªõ° Cô«ó. Ýù£½‹ ñ‚èœ ãñ£ÁA¡øù«ó? 
«è£NJ™ ºîh´ ªêŒî£™ «è£®è¬÷ 
Üœ÷ô£‹ â¡Á «ðó£¬êŠð†´ ðíˆ¬î 
«è£†¬ìM†ìù«ó. Üõ˜èOì‹ ðíˆ¬î 
ºîh´ ªêŒ¶M†´, Üõ˜èœ ð†¬ì ï£ñ‹ 
ê£˜ˆî î¡ ðó‰î ªïŸP¬ò»‹ è£†´«õ£˜ 
º†ì£œèœ Ü™ô£ñ™ «õÁ ò£˜? âˆî¬ù 
ð†ì£½‹ ï‹ ñ‚èœ F¼‰¶õ¶ Þ™¬ô ãñ£Ÿø 
«õ‡´‹ â¡Á èƒèí‹ è†®‚ ªè£‡´ 
è÷ˆF™ Þøƒ°«õ£¬ó è‡ì£™ ïñ‚° 
«è£ðº‹ âK„ê½‹ î£¡ õ¼Aø¶. ñ‚è¬÷ 
âˆFŠ H¬öŠ«ð£¼‚° Í¬÷»‹ ÜFè‹. 
ºF«ò£˜ àîMˆªî£¬è ªè£´‚A¡øù˜ â¡Á 
ÃP Íî£†®è¬÷ Ü¬öˆ¶„ ªê™A¡øù˜. 
’õêFò£è Þ¼Šðî£èˆ ªîK‰î£™ ðí‹ 
A¬ì‚è£¶. âù«õ ï¬è¬÷ èöŸP ¬ðJ™ 
¬õˆ¶‚ªè£œ' â¡Á ÜP¾¬ó ÃÁõ¶ «ð£ô 
«ðC Üõ˜èO¡ ï¬èè¬÷‚ è÷õ£´A¡øù˜.

Ü«î«ð£ô, ’ê†¬ìJ™ è£‚¬è â„ê‹‘ 
â¡Á‹, 'W«ö ðí‹ Aì‚Aø¶' â¡Á‹ ÃP, 
ï‹ èõùˆ¬î F¬ê F¼ŠH ðíŠ¬ð¬ò 
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&                     & ªðŒL 

èõ˜‰¶ ªè£‡´ æ® M´A¡øù˜. Fù‹ 
Fù‹ Þ¶«ð£¡ø ªêŒFè¬÷Š ð®‚A«ø£‹. 
ÞŠð® ãñ£Á«õ£˜ âŠ«ð£¶‹ º†ì£œè«÷. 
îƒèœ î¬ôõ¼‚è£èˆ b‚°O‚°‹ Ü®ñ†ìˆ 
ªî£‡ì¡. ÜóCò™ õ£FèO¡ ñÁð‚èˆ¬î 
ÜPò£î ÜŠð£Mˆ ªî£‡ì¡. è†C‚è£è î¡ 
àø¬õ»‹ ï†¬ð»‹ ð¬èˆ¶‚ ªè£œÀ‹ 
ªî£‡ì¡. «î˜î™ ï£÷¡Á ªõ†´, °ˆ¶ â¡Á 
è÷‹ Þøƒ°‹ ªî£‡ì¡. Þõ˜è¬÷ªò™ô£‹ 
â‰î‚ èí‚A™ â´ˆ¶‚ªè£œ÷-? ªðŸ«ø£K¡ 
Hœ¬÷Šð£ê‹ Üõ˜è¬÷ âOF™ º†ì£÷£‚A 
M´Aø¶. ¬ðò¡ õ¬ôî÷ˆF™ «ñŒ‰¶ 
ªè£‡®¼Šð£¡. Ýù£™ êî£ ê˜õ «ïóº‹ 
èEQ«ò èF â¡Á Þ¼‚Aø£¡ â¡Á 
G¬ùˆ¶Š ÌKˆ¶Š «ð£A¡øù˜. õ£›‚¬è¬òˆ 
ªî£¬ôˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ Þ‰î Þ÷‹ 
°¼ˆ¶èœ º†ì£œèœ. Þõ˜èœ îƒè¬÷ˆ 
î£ƒè«÷ ãñ£ŸP‚ ªè£œA¡øù˜.

ªð‡ Hœ¬÷èÀ‹ îƒèœ ðƒ°‚° ªðŸ«ø£¬ó 
ãñ£ŸÁA¡øù. ‘Ü¬ô«ðC’ â¡Â‹ Üµ 
Ý»î‹ ðôK¡ G‹ñF¬ò‚ °¬ô‚°‹ 
âñù£A M†ì¶. Ü¼¬ñò£ù æ˜ ÜPMò™  
è‡´H®Š¹ '°óƒA¡ ¬èJ™ ñ£¬ô’ èí‚è£è 
ÝAM†ì¶. æ˜ ªð‡E¡ ¬èJ™ â‰«ïóº‹ 
Ü¬ô«ðC Þ¼‰î£™ ªðŸøõÀ‚° â„êK‚¬è 
ñE Ü®‚è«õ‡ì£ñ£? â¡¬ø‚°‹ Þ™ô£î 
F¼ï£÷£Œ ñèœ î¬ô ºî™ è£™ õ¬ó 
Þ¿ˆ¶Š «ð£˜ˆF‚ªè£‡´ ð´ˆF¼‚Aø£œ 
â¡ø£™, Üõœ î¡ Ý‡ ï‡ðÂ‚° 
°Á‰îèõ™ ÜÂŠH‚ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£œ 
â¡Á ÎA‚è «õ‡ì£ñ£? î¡ è£î¬ô 
i†®™ ªê£™ô£ñ™ ñ¬øˆ¶ ï™ô ªð‡ 
«ð£ô ï®Šð¶. õó¡ ð£˜‚°‹«ð£¶ õ£¬òˆ 
Fø‚è£ñ™ Þ¼Šð¶ ªðŸ«ø£˜ ê‹ð‰î‹ «ðC 
º®ˆ¶ êˆFóˆFŸ° º¡ðí‹ ªè£´ˆ¶, 
¹ì¬õ õ£ƒA, Ü¬öŠHî› Ü®ˆ¶, á¬ó, 
àø¬õ Ü¬ö‚°‹ õ¬ó êñˆî£è ï®ˆ¶M†´, 
ÞÁFJ™ F¼ñíˆFŸ° ºî™ ï£œ æ®Š 
«ð£A¡øù˜.

Þ‰î ê‹ðõˆ¬î ªêŒFˆî£O™ ò£˜ i†´ 
Gè›õ£è«õ£ ð®ˆ¶M†´ Ü´ˆî ªêŒF‚°ˆ 
î£¾A«ø£‹. Ýù£™ ªðŸøõ˜èO¡ õL»‹ 
«õî¬ù»‹, Üõñ£ùº‹ âˆî¬ù ªðKò¶. 
ÞŠð® º†ì£÷£‚èŠð†´‚ ªè£‡®¼‚°‹ 

ªðŸ«ø£K¡ â‡E‚¬è Ã®‚ªè£‡«ì 
«ð£Aø¶, î£¡ è£îL‚°‹ Ý‡ î¡¬ù 
F¼ñí‹ ªêŒ¶ ªè£œõ£¡ â¡Á ï‹H 
F¼ñíˆFŸ° º¡«ð î¡¬ù ÜõQì‹ 
Þö‰¶M†´, H¡ù˜ Üõ¡ î¡¬ù‚ ¬èM†´ 
M†ì£¡ â¡Á ¹ô‹¹‹ º†ì£œ ªð‡èœ 
ÜFè‹. CQñ£M™ Iè Iè ï™ôõó£è ï®‚°‹ 
èî£ï£òè¡ î¡ Gü õ£›‚¬èJ½‹ ÜŠð®«ò 
â¡Á ï‹¹‹ óCè¡,  «è£®è¬÷ Üõ˜ Üœ÷ 
Üõ¼¬ìò è†&Ü¾†®Ÿ° ð£ô£H«ûè‹ 
ªêŒ»‹ óCèœ, «î˜î™ º®‰î¾ì¡ î¡ ªî£°F 
«ñ‹ð£´ Ü¬ì»‹ â¡Á ï‹¹‹ õ£‚è£÷¡, 
ªðŸÁ‚ ªè£‡ì ðíˆFŸ°Š ñù‹ ñ£ø£ñ™ 
îù‚«è ñ‚èœ æ†´ «ð£´õ˜ â¡Á ï‹¹‹ 
«õ†ð£÷˜, ªõOï£†®™ «õ¬ô A¬ìˆ¶ 
M†ì£™ ðíˆF™ ¹ó÷ô£‹ â¡Á èù¾ì¡ 
èì¡ õ£ƒA ãü¡®ì‹ ðí‹ ªè£´ˆ¶, 
Üƒ«è ªè£ˆî®¬ñè÷£AŠ «ð£ù ã¬öèœ, 
Cô ÝJóƒèÀ‚° Ý¬êŠð†´ °ö‰¬îè¬÷ 
«õÁ ñ£Gôˆ¶‚° «õ¬ô‚° ÜÂŠ¹‹ ã¬ö 
ªðŸ«ø£˜, èõ˜„Cèóñ£ù M÷‹ðóƒè¬÷ 
ï‹H ªð£¼¬÷ õ£ƒ°‹ ¸è˜«õ£˜, 'î˜ñ‹ 
ñÁð®»‹ ªõ™½‹' â¡Á Þô¾ è£ˆî AO 
«ð£™ è£ˆF¼‚°‹ «ï˜¬ñò£÷˜èœ Þõ˜èÀ‹ 
º†ì£œè«÷!

î£ù£è ïñ‚° å¼ Hó„C¬ù õ‰î£™ 
ÜÂðMˆ¶ˆ î£¡ Ýè«õ‡´‹ «õÁ 
õNJ™¬ô. Ýù£™, õL‰¶ «ð£Œ Hó„ê¬ùJ™ 
ñ£†®‚ ªè£œ÷ «õ‡´ñ£? «ðó£¬ê î£¡ 
è‡¬í»‹, ÜP¬õ»‹ ñ¬ø‚Aø¶. Hø˜ 
ªê£ˆ¶‚° Ý¬êŠðì «õ‡ì£‹. °Á‚° 
õNJ™ ðí‹ «îì «õ‡ì£‹. å¼õ¬ó»‹ 
ê†ªìù ï‹H Mì «õ‡ì£‹ â¡ø ð£ô 
ð£ìˆ¬î‚ èŸè «õ‡´‹. ï¬èè¬÷ d«ó£M™ 
¬õˆ¶ M†´Š «ð£õ¶, H¡ F¼†´ «ð£Œ 
M†ì¶ â¡Á ¹ô‹¹õ¶ ï‹ î¬ô¬ò ï£«ñ 
ªõ†´‚ èˆF‚° Ü®J™ ªè£‡´ «ð£Œ 
¬õŠðîŸ° åŠð£°‹. åšªõ£¼ ªï£®»‹ 
MNŠ¹ì¡ Þ¼‰î£™ ñ†´«ñ Þ‰î àôA™ õ£ö 
º®»‹. ï™ôõó£è Þ¼Šð¶ì¡ õ™ôõó£è¾‹ 
Þ¼‚è «õ‡®ò¶ ÜõCò‹. âù«õ, ãŠó™ 1‹ 
«îF ñ†´«ñ º†ì£œèO¡ Fùñ£è Þ¼‰¶ 
M†´Š«ð£è†´‹. ã¬ùò ï£†èœ Ü¬ùˆ¶‹ 
ÜPõ£OèO¡ Fùñ£è†´‹.
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õ£›‰¶ è£†®òõ˜èœ

ê˜ äê‚ GÎ†ì¡

ÜPMò™, èEî‹ ñŸÁ‹ Þò‰FóMò™ 
¶¬øèO½‹, ß˜Š¹ M¬ê ðŸP»‹, ªðK¶‹ 

ÝŒ¾èœ «ñŸªè£‡ìõ˜ äê‚ GÎ†ì¡. 
ÝƒAô‚ èEîMòô£÷˜, ÜPMòô£÷˜ ñŸÁ‹ 
îˆ¶õë-£Q âù ð™¶¬ø Mˆîèó£è 16 Ý‹ 
ËŸø£‡®™ õ£ö‰¶ ñ¬ø‰î º‚Aòñ£ù 
ÜPMò™ ¹ó†Mò£÷˜ äê‚ GÎ†ì¡ Ýõ£˜.

1642 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ®ê‹ð˜ 25 Ý‹ ï£O™ 
HK†ìQ™ àœ÷ à™v«î£˜Š â¡Â‹ CŸÚK™ 
ê£î£óí Mõê£ò‚ °´‹ðˆF™ Hø‰î£˜ äê‚ 
GÎ†ì¡. HøŠðîŸ° Í¡Á ñ£î‹ º¡ð£è«õ 
î‰¬îò£˜ è£ô£ñ£ùî£™ Üõó¶ î£Œ ñÁñí‹ 
ªêŒ¶ªè£‡ì£˜. Üõ¼¬ìò ð£†®J¡ 
Üóõ¬íŠH™ õ÷˜‰î£˜ GÎ†ì¡. 12&õ¶ õòF™ 
ôˆb¡ ªñ£N ªê£™Lˆî¼‹ ðœO‚°„ ªê¡ø£˜ 
GÎ†ì¡. è™MJ™ Cø‰¶ M÷ƒAò GÎ†ìÂ‚° 
CÁõòF«ô«ò Þò‰Fóˆ îò£KŠ¹ˆ ªî£N™e¶ 
Ý˜õ‹ ãŸð†ì¶.

è¼Mèœ ðôõŸ¬ø à¼õ£‚Aù£˜. õ£œè¬÷»‹ 
îò£Kˆ¶ ¬õˆF¼‰î£˜. Þõ¼¬ìò Fø¡ è‡´ 
Þõó¶ ð£†®»‹, Hø¼‹ ð£ó£†® á‚°Mˆîù˜.
Côó¶ õ£‚A¡ð®, GÎ†ì¡ è®è£ó‹ ªêŒ»‹ 
å¼õKì‹ ðJŸC ªðŸø£˜. GÎ†ì¡, ªî£N¬ô 

èŸÁ‚ªè£‡ì¶ ñ†´ñ¡P, ñE Ü®ˆî£™ 
ïìùñ£´‹ à¼õƒèœ õ¼õ¶«ð£ô¾‹,  
Þ¡Â‹ ¹¶¬ñò£ù õ®M½‹ è®è£óƒè¬÷ 
î£«ù ºòŸCªêŒ¶ õ®õ¬ñˆî£˜. î‡a˜ 
ªè£†®ù£™ Þòƒ°‹ c˜‚è®è£óˆ¬î»‹, ÅKò 
åO è®è£óˆ¬î»‹ ªêŒî£˜. è£ŸP¡ «õèˆ¬î‚ 
è‡ìPò¾‹ ºòŸC ªêŒî£˜.

îˆ¶õ Ë™è¬÷»‹, èEî Ë™è¬÷»‹ M¼‹HŠ 
ð®ˆî£˜. ÞóM™, Gô¬õ»‹, M‡e¡è¬÷»‹ 
MòŠ¹ì¡ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ªè£‡®¼Šð£˜. ÌI‚°‹, 
Gô¾‚°‹, ï†êˆFóƒèÀ‚°‹ Þ¬ìJ½œ÷ 
Éó‹ °Pˆ¶‹, Üƒ°œ÷ ê‚F °Pˆ¶‹ 
îù‚°ˆî£«ù «èœMè¬÷ â¿ŠHù£˜. 
Þ‹ñ£FK‚ «èœMèÀ‚ªè™ô£‹ HŸè£ôˆF™ 
Üõ«ó M¬ì è‡´H®ˆî£˜ â¡ð¶î£¡ 
MòŠð£ù ªêŒF.

ñÁñí‹ ªêŒ¶ªè£‡ì Ü¡¬ùJ¡ 
Þó‡ì£õ¶ èíõ¼‹ ñóíñ¬ìò, 
õò™«õ¬ôè¬÷‚ èõQ‚°‹ð® î¡ ñè¬ù‚ 
«è†´‚ªè£‡ì£˜ Üõó¶ Ü¡¬ù. õòL™ 
«õ¬ô ð£˜ˆ¶‚ªè£‡«ì èEî Ë™è¬÷Š 
ð®ŠðF½‹ «ðó£˜õ‹ è£†®ù£˜ GÎ†ì¡. Þõó¶ 
Ý˜õˆ¬î‚ è‡ì Üõó¶ î£Œñ£ñ¡ M™Lò‹ 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

ï™ô ªêò™èÀ‚° àKò ðô¡èœ è£ˆF¼‚A¡øù. CP¶ î£ñîñ£è õ‰î£½‹ 

Ü¬õ G„êò‹ õ‰«î «ê¼‹                      & è£¡AKš
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âv«è£M¡ ºòŸCò£™, ï£¡° Ý‡´èœ 
Mõê£òˆF™ èNˆî Hø°, 1660 Ý‹ Ý‡®™ 
e‡´‹ ðœOJ™ «ê˜‰¶ ð®‚èô£ù£˜ GÎ†ì¡.  
1661&™ ªñ†K°«ôû¡ «î˜M™ ªõŸPªðŸø 
GÎ†ì¡, 1665&™ H.ã ð†ì‹ ªðŸø£˜. Ü‰î 
Ý‡®™î£¡ ¬ðï£Iò™ Fòó‹, è£™°ôv 
(Generalized	binomial	theorem,	infinitesimal	calculus) 
ÝAò Þó‡´ º‚Aò èEîº¬øè¬÷‚ 
è‡´H®ˆî£˜.

1666& Ý‹ Ý‡®™ å¼ï£œ GÎ†ì¡ î¡ ªê£‰î 
áK™ å¼ ÝŠHœ «î£†ìˆF™ Üñ˜‰F¼‰î£˜. 
ÜŠ«ð£¶ è‡ªíF«ó ÝŠHœ W«ö M¿‰î¬î‚ 
è‡ì£˜. Üšõ÷¾î£¡ Üõ¼¬ìò Ýó£Œ„C ñù‹ 
MNˆ¶‚ªè£‡ì¶. ñóˆFL¼‰¶ ÝŠHœ ã¡ 
W«ö  M¿‰î¶-. «ñ™«ï£‚A«ò£, ð‚èõ£†®«ô£ 
«ð£è£ñ™ «ïó£è‚ W«ö M¿õîŸ°‚ è£óí‹ 
â¡ù â¡Á «ò£Cˆî£˜. Ýó£Œ‰î£˜. Üî¡ 
M¬÷õ£è, ¹M ß˜Š¹ M¬ê¬ò‚ è‡´H®ˆî£˜. 
ÌI ÅKò¬ù„ ²ŸÁõ¶ì¡ î¡¬ùˆî£«ù 
²ŸÁAø¶ â¡Á‹, â¬ì ÜFèñ£ù£™ ê‚F 
Ã´‹, Üî£õ¶ Gô¾‹ ÌI»‹ å¡¬øªò£¡Á 

ß˜ˆ¶‚ªè£‡®¼‚A¡øù. ÌIJ¡ â¬ì  
ÜFèñ£ù£«ô£ Ü™ô¶ GôM¡ â¬ì 
ÜFèñ£ù£«ô£ ß˜Š¹ ê‚F»‹ ÜFèñ£AM´‹ 
â¡Á‹, Éó‹ ÜFèñ£ù£™ ß˜Š¹ ê‚F °¬ø»‹ 
â¡Á‹ à‡¬ñè¬÷‚ è‡ìP‰¶ ªê£¡ù£˜. 
ß˜Š¹ ê‚F °Pˆ¶ GÎ†ì¡ è‡ìP‰î 
à‡¬ñèœî£¡ HŸè£ôˆF™ ð™«õÁ M…ë£ù 
Ýó£Œ„CèÀ‚° Ü®ˆî÷ñ£JŸÁ.

ß˜Š¹ M¬ê¬ò‚ è‡´H®ˆî GÎ†ì¡, ÌIJ¡ 
Ü¬ê¾ (Þò‚è‹) ðŸP Ýó£Œ‰¶ Í¡Á 
à‡¬ñè¬÷ àôèˆFŸ° ÜPMˆî£˜.

●Ü¬ê»‹ ªð£¼÷£ù¶ Høªð£¼œ î´‚°‹ 
õ¬óJ™ Ü¬ê‰îð® Þ¼‚°‹. Ü¬êò£î 
ªð£¼÷£ù¶ Høªð£¼œ Ü¬ê‚°‹õ¬ó 
Ü¬êò£ñ™ ÜŠð®«ò Þ¼‚°‹.

●â‰îŠ ªð£¼¬÷»‹ Ü¬ê‚°‹ªð£¿¶ ãŸð´‹ 
Þò‚èñ£ù¶, Ü‰îŠ ªð£¼¬÷ Ü¬êˆî ê‚FJ¡ 
Ü÷¾‚° ãŸð¾‹ Ü‰îŠ ªð£¼¬÷ Ü¬ê‚Aø 
ê‚F â‰îˆ F¬êJL¼‰¶ à‡ì£Aø«î£ 
Ü«î F¬êJ™ Gè¿‹. Þ‰î MFJ¡ð®î£¡ 
å¼ ªð£¼¬÷ˆ î£‚°‹ ê‚FJ¡ Ü÷¾, F¬ê 
ºîLòùõŸ¬ø‚ èí‚A†´ ÜŠªð£¼œ â‰îˆ 
F¬êJ™ â¡ù «õèˆF™ Ü¬ê»‹ âù‚ 
èí‚A´Aø£˜èœ.

● â‰î Ü¬ê¾ ãŸð†ì£½‹ Ü«î Ü÷M™ ÜîŸ° 
âFó£ù F¬ê Gè¿‹. âšõ÷¾ «õèˆF™ ð‰¬î 
âPA«ø£«ñ£ Ü«î «õèˆF™ ð‰¶ ²õK™ ð†´ˆ 
F¼‹H õ¼‹ â¡ð¶ â™ô£¼‚°‹ ªîK‰î å¼ 
àî£óíñ£°‹.

èhL«ò£ è‡´H®ˆî ªî£¬ô«ï£‚° Ý®J™ 
Þ¼‰î Cô °¬øð£´è¬÷‚ è¬÷‰¶ ¹Fò 
ªî£¬ô«ï£‚° Ý®¬ò à¼õ£‚°‹ Ýó£Œ„C¬÷ 
«ñŸªè£‡ì£˜ GÎ†ì¡. ÞŠ«ð£¶¶œ÷ 
ªî£¬ô«ï£‚° Ý®èÀ‚° Ü®ˆî÷I†ìõ¼‹ 
GÎ†ì¡î£¡.

ªð£¼œ Gøƒè¬÷ à‡ì£‚èM™¬ô â¡Á‹, 
ªð£¼O¡e¶ ð´A¡ø åO‚èF˜èœî£¡ 
Gøƒè¬÷‚ ªè£‡®¼‚A¡øù â¡ð¬î GÎ†ì¡ 
àî£óíƒè«÷£´ M÷‚Aù£˜. ÅKòÂ‚° 
âF˜ F¬êJ™ õ£ùM™ «î£¡Áõ¬î ï£‹ 
ÜP«õ£‹. è‡í£®J¡ Íô‹ åO¬ò á´¼õ„ 
ªêŒ¶ªè£‡ì H¡ù˜, õ£ùM™ «î£¡Áõ¬î 

ñù àÁF Þ™ô£îõÂ¬ìò àœ÷‹ °ö‹Hò å¼ èì½‚° åŠð£°‹.  & ð£óFò£˜
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GÎ†ì¡ ªîOõ£èŠ ¹K‰¶ªè£‡ì£˜. ºŠð†¬ì 
è‡í£® õN«ò á´¼M„ ªê™½‹ åO ã¿ 
Gøƒè÷£èŠ HK‰¶ õ£ùM™ «î£¡ÁAø¶ â¡Á 
M÷‚Aù£˜.

Þˆî¬èò åO Ýó£Œ„CJ™ ß´ð†®¼‰î 
GÎ†ìÂ‚° 1669 Ý‹ Ý‡´, ®KQ†® 
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF™ èEîŠ  «ðó£CKò˜ 
ðîM A¬ìˆî¶. îù¶ 29&õ¶ õòF™ 
1671&™ HóCˆFªðŸø ó£ò™ ªê£¬ê†®J™ 
àÁŠHùó£ù£˜. ªõœ¬÷ åO â¡ð¶ å¼ 
Gøñ™ô, Ü¶ ã¿ îQˆîQ Gøƒè÷£™ Ýù¶ 
â¡ð¬î‚ è‡ìP‰î£˜..

ß˜Š¹ ê‚F ðŸP î£¡ è‡ìP‰î à‡¬ñè¬÷ 
å¼ Ëô£è â¿Fù£˜ GÎ†ì¡. GÎ†ìQ¡ 
ÜPMò™ ÝŒ¾è¬÷ªò™ô£‹ ¹ˆîèñ£èˆ 
ªî£°ˆ¶ ªõOJì àîMòF¡ ðôù£è 1687& 
Ý‹ Ý‡´, “Mathemetical Principles of Natural 
Pholosophy” â¡ø ¹ˆîè‹ ªõOò£ù¶ “Principia” 
â¡Á Ü¬ö‚èŠð†ì Ü‰îŠ ¹ˆîè‹î£¡ 
Þ¶õ¬ó ªõOò£ù ÜPMJ™ Ë™èO«ô«ò 
Iè„Cø‰îî£è‚ è¼îŠð´Aø¶.

GÎ†ìQ¡ õ£›‚¬èJ™ 50õ¶ õòF™ å¼ ¶òó„ 
ê‹ðõ‹ ïì‰î¶. Üõ˜ Þ¼ð¶ Ý‡´ è£ô‹ 
ªêŒî Ýó£Œ„Cèœ ÜìƒAò ¬èŠHóFè¬÷ 
å¼ï£œ. «ñ¬üJ¡e¶ ¬õˆ¶M†´ ªõOJ™ 
ªê¡G¼‰î£˜. W«ö «ñ¬üJ¡ Ü¼A™ Üõó¶ 
ï£Œ ÉƒA‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. «ñ¬üJ¡e¶ 
ªñ¿°õ˜ˆF âK‰¶ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. 
àøƒAªò¿‰î ï£Œ î£MòF™ ê£Œ‰¶, 
Ýó£Œ„Cˆ î£œèœ bJ™ âK‰¶«ð£Jù. îù¶ 
Ü¬ø‚°œ õ‰¶ð£˜ˆî GÎ†ìÂ‚° ÜF˜„C 
ãŸð†ì¶. îù¶ Þ¼ðî£‡´ è£ô Ýó£Œ„C»‹ 
âK‰¶ ê£‹ðô£AM†ì«î â¡ø õ¼ˆîˆF™ CP¶ 
è£ô‹ ÝŒ¾Š ðEJ™ ï£†ì‹ ªê™ôM™¬ô. 
àì™G¬ô»‹ ð£Fˆî¶.

1689 Ý‹ Ý‡´, GÎ†ì¡ î£¡ ðE¹K‰î 
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF¡ ê£˜H™ ÞƒAô£‰¶ 
ï£ì£Àñ¡øˆFŸ°ˆ «î˜‰ªî´‚èŠð†ì£˜. 
Ü´ˆî Þó£‡ì£‡´èœ àì™ïôI¡P Þ¼‰î£˜. 
1695& Ý‹ Ý‡´ Üó² ï£íò ê£¬ôJ¡ 
¶¬íˆî¬ôõó£ù£˜. Í¡ø£‡´èÀ‚°Š 
H¡ù˜ Üî¡ î¬ôõó£è¾‹ GòI‚èŠð†ì£˜.

1701& Ý‹ Ý‡´ e‡´‹ ï£ì£Àñ¡øˆFŸ°ˆ 

«î˜‰ªî´‚èŠð†ì£˜. 1705&™ «è‹HK†x 
ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆFŸ° ÞƒAô£‰¶ ó£E õ¼¬è 
¹K‰î«ð£¶, äê‚ GÎ†ìÂ‚° “ê˜” ð†ì‹ 
õöƒèŠð†ì¶. 1708&™ ó£ò™ ªê£¬ê†®J¡ 
î¬ôõó£ù£˜. H¡ù˜ õ£›ï£œ º¿õ¶‹ 
ÜŠðîMJ™ c®ˆî£˜.

àôè‹ «ð£Ÿø õ£›‰î M…ë£Q ê˜ äê‚ 
GÎ†ì¡ è¬ìC è£ôˆF™ CP¶ õÁ¬ñJ™ 
õ£®ù£˜. âQÂ‹ Üõ˜ îù¶ Ýó£Œ„CŠ 
ðE¬ò GÁˆî«õ Þ™¬ô.

1727 Ý‹ Ý‡´ ñ£˜„ 20&Ý‹ «îF ê˜ äê‚ 
GÎ†ì¡ ñóí‹ Ü¬ì‰î£˜. Üõó¶ àì™, 
ô‡ìQ™ àœ÷ ªõv† IQvì˜ «îõ£ôòˆF™ 
Üì‚è‹ ªêŒòŠð†ì¶. 1731& Ý‹ Ý‡´ 
Üƒ° Üõ¼‚° G¬ù¾„C¡ù‹ â¿ŠðŠð†ì¶. 
“ñQî °ôˆF¡ Iè„ Cø‰î M¬ô ñFŠH™ô£ 
ñ£E‚è‹“ (The Best and invaluable  Gem  of  
Mankind) â¡Á «ð£Š â¿Fò Ýöñ£ù Ü…
êL õ£êè‹ Üõ˜ è™ô¬øJ™ ªð£P‚èŠð†ì¶. 
Ý‹ ñQî Í¬÷J¡ ÝŸø™èœ Ü÷ŠðKò¶ 
â¡ð¬î åšªõ£¼ M…ë£ù‚ è‡´H®Š¹èÀ‹ 
G¼Hˆ¶‚ªè£‡®¼‚A¡øù. º®ò£¶ âù 
å¼  è£ôˆF™ è¼îŠð†ì ðô¾‹, º®»‹ âù 
Ý‚Aò¶ M…ë£ù ÜPõ£Ÿø™. Üˆî¬èò 
ÜPõ£Ÿø¬ôŠ ªðŸÁ õ£›‰î, Þ¡Á‹ î¡Â¬ìò 
è‡´H®Š¹è÷£™ õ£›‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‚A¡ø 
ê˜ äê‚ GÎ†ì¡, ñQî °ôˆF¡ Iè„ Cø‰î 
M¬ô ñFŠH™ô£ ñ£E‚è‹î£¡.

å¼õ¡ âŠªð£¿¶‹ ióù£è Þ¼‚è º®ò£¶. Ýù£™ â¡ªø¡Á‹ ñQîù£è Þ¼‚è 

º®»‹.                                               & ñ£˜‚v Ü¾«óLòv
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«õèñ£è 
â¿‰î ü‹º&è£we˜ 

Hó„ê¬ù «õèñ£è«õ ïì‰¶ º®‰¶M†ì¶.

ñˆFJ™ ÝÀ‹ ð£.ü.è «î˜î™ º®¾ ªîK‰î 
H¡ù˜ ºŠF ºèñ¶ ¬êòˆ Üõ˜èO¡ 
î¬ô¬ñJô£ù Ü¬ñŠ¹ì¡ Ã†´ «ê˜‰¶ ñ£Gô 
Ý†C Ü¬ñ‰î¶.

ºŠF ºèñ¶ ¬êòˆ Ý†C Ü¬ñˆî£˜. Üõ˜ ðîM 
ãŸø¾ì«ù«ò Þ‹ñ£Gô «î˜î™ ²Íèñ£è ïì‰¶ 
º®‰îîŸè£è è£we˜ ðòƒèóõ£FèÀ‹ ñŸÁ‹ 
â™¬ô‚° ÜŠð£™ àœ÷ ðòƒèóõ£FèÀ‹ 
åˆ¶¬öˆîî£™î£¡ «î˜î¬ô Ü¬ñFò£è 
ïìˆî º®‰î¶ âù ï¡P»‹ ÃP»œ÷£˜. Þ¶ 
Þ‰Fò ï£ì£Àñ¡ø Þ¼ Ü¬õJ½‹ Hó„ê¬ù 
à‡ì£‚AM†ì¶. ðòƒèóõ£FèÀ‚° ï¡P 
ÃPò ºŠF ¬êòˆ¬î âF˜‚è†Cèœ è‡®ˆîù.

Ü´ˆî ï£«÷ C¬øJ™ Þ¼‰î ðòƒèóõ£îˆ 
î¬ôõ˜ ñûóˆ Ýô‹ M´î¬ô ªêŒòŠð†ì£˜. 
Þî¬ù è‡®ˆî âF˜è†Cèœ Ý˜Šð£†ì‹ 
ªêŒîî£™ å¼ ï£œ º¿õ¶‹ ï£ì£Àñ¡ø‹ 
åˆF¬õ‚èŠð†ì¶.

Ýù£™ Ü‰î ðòƒèóõ£F¬ò M´î¬ô 
ªêŒî¶ cFñ¡ø‹î£¡. ñ£Gô Üó² 
M¼‹HJ¼ŠH¡ Üõ¬ó e‡´‹ ¬è¶ ªêŒ¶ 
C¬øJ™ Ü¬ìˆF¼‚èô£‹. Ýù£™ Üšõ£Á 
ªêŒòM™¬ô.

ñˆFò Üó² ÞõŸ¬øªò™ô£‹ ªîK‰¶‹ 
ï£ì£Àñ¡øˆF™ à‡¬ñ¬ò ñ¬øˆ¶œ÷¶ 
â¡«ø è¼î«õ‡®»œ÷¶.

Þî¡ H¡ùE¬ò êŸÁ ÝŒ‰¶ ð£˜‚è «õ‡´‹. 
Þ‰Fò ï£†´Š Hóîñ˜ «ñ£® Üõ˜èœ î‹ ðîM 
ãŸ¹ Mö£MŸ° ê£˜‚ ï£´èO¡ î¬ôõ˜è¬÷ 
Ü¬öˆ¶œ÷£˜. Ü¬ö‚èŠð†ìõ˜èœ Ü¬ùõ¼‹ 

ªð¼‹ð£½‹ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£˜èœ. 

ð£Avî£¡ Hóîñ˜ ïõ£w ªûKŠ Üõ˜èÀ‹ 
èô‰¶ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£˜.

'Þî¬ùˆ ªî£ì˜‰¶ èì‰î Ýèv´ ñ£î‹ 
Þ‰Fò£ ð£Avî£¡ ªõO»ø¾ ªêòô£÷˜èœ 
ªì™LJ™ Ã® Gð‰î¬ùòŸø «ð„² õ£˜ˆ¬î 
ïìˆF»œ÷ù˜.

Þ‰Fò£M¡ ¹Fò ªõO»ø¾ ªêòô£÷ó£è 
ªüŒêƒè˜ â¡ðõ˜ GòI‚èŠð†ì¾ì«ù º¡ù˜ 
î¬ìŠð†ì Ü¬ñF «ð„² õ£˜ˆ¬îè¬÷ e‡´‹ 
ªî£ì˜‰¶œ÷£˜.

ÜŠªð£¿¶ Þ‰FòŠHóîñ˜ «ñ£® â¿Fò 
è®îˆ¬î ªüŒêƒè˜, ð£Avî£¡ Hóîñ˜ ïõ£v 
ªûKŠHì‹ ªè£´ˆF¼‚Aø£˜.

Þ¬õªò™ô£‹ Þ¼ ï£´èO¡ HóFGFèœ 
e‡´‹ Ü¬ñF «ð„²è¬÷ ªî£ì¼õ£˜èœ 
â¡«ø è£†´Aø¶.

è£weK™ àœ÷ Þvô£Iò ðòƒèóõ£Fèœ, 
Üƒ° õ£›‰î ðô Þ‰¶‚è¬÷ Ü®ˆ¶ 
¶óˆFM†ìù˜. Üõ˜èª÷™ô£‹ ü‹ºMŸ° «ð£Œ 
°®«òPM†ì£˜èœ. Üõ˜è¬÷ e‡´‹ è£weK™ 
°®«òŸø Þ‰Fò Üó² ïìõ®‚¬è â´ˆ¶œ÷¶. 

Þ‰Fò£ 
õNè£†´ñ£?

âõ˜ å¼õ˜ î¡ èì¬ñè¬÷ êKõó ªêŒA¡ø£«ó£, Üõ¼‚° àK¬ñèœ î£ù£è«õ 

õ‰î¬ì»‹.                                                & ñè£ˆñ£è£‰F

Fò£A T.ã.õ®«õ½
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Þ¬õªò™ô£‹ õó«õŸèˆî‚èî£°‹. «ñ½‹ 
è£weK¡ ºî™õ˜ ¬êòˆ ºèñ¶ ê£î£óí 
ñQî˜ Ü™ô. Þvô£Iòó£Aò Üõ˜ êÍècF 
è£õô˜, M.H.Cƒ Üõ˜è÷£™ «î˜‰ªî´‚èŠð†´ 
î‹º¬ìò Ü¬ñ„êó¬õJ™ àœ¶¬ø 
Ü¬ñ„êó£è GòI‚èŠð†ìõ˜.

Þ¶ Iè¾‹ ¶E„êô£ù ºòŸC. M.H. Cƒ 
Üõ˜è¬÷ˆ îMó ÞîŸ° º¡¹‹, H¡¹‹ 
æ˜ Þvô£Iò˜ àœ¶¬ø Ü¬ñ„êó£è 
GòI‚èŠð†ì«îJ™¬ô.

Þ„ªêò¬ô Þ¡¬øò Þ‰Fò£ (ðˆFK‚¬è) 
ªõ°õ£è ð£ó£†®»œ÷¶.

Þ‰Fò ï£´ M´î¬ô Ü¬ì‰î àì«ù«ò 
è£we˜ Hó„ê¬ù «î£¡PM†ì¶. Ýù£™ 
Þ¡Á õ¬ó ÜŠHó„ê¬ù b˜‚èŠðì«õJ™¬ô. 
Þ‰îŠHó„C¬ù‚° æ˜ M®¾ «õ‡ì£ñ£-?

ªê¡ø Ü¬óËŸø£‡´ è£ôñ£è Þ‰Fò Üó² 
è£we˜ õ¡º¬ø¬ò åN‚è, âˆî¬ù«ò£ 
ïìõ®‚¬èè¬÷ â´ˆî¶. Ýù£™ ÞõŸø£™ 
â™ô£‹ Üƒ° Gô¾‹ õ¡º¬øèœ å´ƒèM™¬ô. 
ðô ô†êèí‚è£ù «è£® Ïð£Œ ªêôõNˆ¶‹ 
â‰îŠðòÂ‹ Þ™¬ô. Ýù£™ ðòƒèóõ£î‹ 
ÜFèñ£A Þ‰Fò ï£´ º¿õ¶‹ ðóMM†ì¶.

è£we˜ ñ†´ñ™ô, Þ‰Fò ï£†®¡ Í¡P™ 
Þó‡´ ð°FJ™ Þ¡Á ðòƒèóõ£î‹ ðóMM†ì¶.

bMóõ£îˆ¬î õ¡º¬øò£™ åNˆ¶Mì º®ò£¶. 
Üî¬ù ªð¼‚è«õ º®»‹.

bMóõ£îˆ¬î åN‚è å«ó õN Ü‡í™ 
è£‰Fò®èO¡ è£‰Fòˆ¬î è¬ìŠð®Šð«î 
Ý°‹. 

å¼ º¬ø è£‰F Ü‡í¬ô å¼ ðˆFK‚¬èò£÷˜ 
ÜµA, Cô Mù£‚è¬÷ ªî£´ˆî£˜..

'ï‹¬ñ å¼ ªð¼‹ Ý»î‹ î£ƒAò 
õ¡º¬øò£÷˜èœ î£‚è õ‰î£™, ï£‹ â¡ù 
ªêŒò «õ‡´‹-?'

'Þî¬ù êñ£OŠð¶ Iè¾‹ âO¶. Ü¬ùõ¼‹ 
î¬óe¶ ð´ˆ¶ M´ƒèœ. âF˜Š¹ Þ™ô£îî£™ 
õ¡º¬øò£÷˜èœ Ã†ì‹ ªõ†èŠð†´ ÜŠð£Ÿ 
«ð£ŒM´‹'.

'«è£¬öˆîù‹ Cø‰îî£; õ¡º¬ø 
Cø‰îî£. 'ÞõŸP™ Cø‰î¶ õ¡º¬øî£¡. 
«è£¬öò£ùõ˜è¬÷Mì. Ý»îƒèœ ã‰Fò 
õ¡º¬øò£÷˜è¬÷ ï£¡ ð£ó£†´«õ¡. Ý‹. 
âL, Ì¬ù‚° è£†´õ¶ ÜU‹¬ê Ü™ô. Ì¬ù, 
âL‚° è£†´õ¶î£¡ à‡¬ñò£ù ÜU‹¬ê 
Ý°‹'.

ï‹ ï£´ M´î¬ô Ü¬ì‰î«ð£¶, ðòƒèóñ£ù 
õ¡º¬øèœ Gè›‰îù. ÜõŸ¬ø Þ‰¶, 
Þvô£Iò ñî ªõPò˜èœ ªî£´ˆî£˜èœ.

Ü‰î ªõP¬ò Üì‚è è£‰Fò®èœ õƒè ñ£Gô‹ 
ïõè£O ð°FJ™ Aó£ñ‹, Aó£ññ£è ïì‰¶ 
ªõPò˜è¬÷, Hó„ê£óˆF¡ Íô‹ ñù‹ ñ£ŸP‚ 
ªè£‡®¼‰î£˜.

Ü‚è£ô ªðKòõ˜èœ àìL™ Þ¼‰î Ü¿‚¬èŠ 
«ð£‚è å¼ è™¬ô ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ 
°O‚°‹«ð£¶ àì‹H¡ e¶ «îŒˆ¶, «îŒˆ¶ 
°OŠð£˜èœ. Üîù£™ àì™ Ü¿‚° cƒAM´‹.

è£‰Fò®èÀ‹ àì™ Ü¿‚¬èŠ «ð£‚è Ü‰î 
º¬ø¬òˆî£¡ ¬èò£‡ì£˜.

Üõ˜ ïõè£OJ™ ïì‚°‹«ð£¶, å¼ Aó£ñˆF™ 
°Oˆî£˜. Ü‚è™¬ô â´‚è£ñ™ ñøFò£™ 
Üî¬ù Üƒ«è«ò M†´ M†´ î‹ °ö£ˆ¶ì¡ 
Ü´ˆî Aó£ñˆFŸ° ªê¡ÁM†ì£˜. Üƒ° 
°OŠðîŸ° º¡ù£™ è™¬ôˆ «î®ù£˜. Ü‚è™ 
ªî¡ðìM™¬ô. Ü‚è™ Þ™ô£î¬î‚ è‡ì£˜. 
º‰¬îò Aó£ñˆFŸ°Š «ð£Œ Ü‚è™¬ô ªè£‡´ 
õ¼ñ£Á ñøFò£™ M†´M‰î ÜŠªð‡¬íŠ 
ðEˆî£˜. ÜŠªð‡ ÜŠð®«ò G¡ø£œ.

"ã¡ «ð£è M™¬ô--?

'ð£ÌT! õNªòƒ°‹ ñî‚èôõóƒèœ ïì‰¶ 
ªè£‡´ Þ¼‚A¡øù. âù«õ â¡ ¶¬í‚°  
ï‹«ñ£´ õ¼‹ å¼ ªð‡¬í Ü¬öˆ¶ 
«ð£è†´ñ£?"

'Ãì£¶. c îQò£è ªê¡Áî£¡ Ü‚è™¬ô 
ªè£‡´ õó «õ‡´‹. c «è£¬öò£è Þ¼Šð¬î 
Mì èôõóˆF™ ê£õ¬î«ò ï£¡ M¼‹¹A«ø¡,.
âù«õ  c ñ†´‹ ¶E‰¶ îQò£è Ü‚Aó£ñˆFŸ° 
ªê¡Á, Üî¬ù ªè£‡´õ£". ÜŠªð‡ ÜŠð®«ò 
ªêŒî£œ.

  «è†ì£™ CKŠ¹ õó«õ‡´‹. C‰Fˆî£™ Ü¿¬è õó«õ‡´‹. Ü¶î£¡ ï™ô  
          ï¬è„²¬õ.                                    &  è‡íî£ê¡
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è£‰F Ü®èÀ‚°Š H¡ù˜ Þ‰Fò£M¡  
Þó‡ì£õ¶ è£‰F ªüòŠðóè£w ï£ó£òí¡ 
Ü«î õN¬òˆî£¡ è¬ìŠH®ˆ¶  ê‹ð™ 
ðœ÷ˆî£‚° õ¡º¬øò£÷˜è¬÷ ¬èò£‡´ 
Üõ˜è¬÷ Üì‚Aù£˜. îŸ«ð£¶ Þ‰Fò£¬õ 
H®ˆ¶œ÷ õ¡º¬øò£÷˜è¬÷ Üì‚è å«ó õN 
è£‰Fò º¬øè¬÷ è¬ìŠH®ˆ¶ Üõ˜è¬÷ 
ñ£ŸÁõ¶ ñ†´«ñ.

ê‹ð™ ðœ÷ˆî£‚A™ å¼ ªð¼‹ ðòƒèóõ£F 
Ìô£¡«îM â¡ø ªð‡. ªüòŠHóè£S¡ è£‰Fò 
õN¬ò H¡ðŸPòî¡ M¬öõ£è ÜA‹¬ê 
õ£Fò£ù£œ. Ü´ˆ¶ õ‰î ï£ì£Àñ¡øˆ «î˜îL™ 
«ð£†®J†´, ï£ì£Àñ¡ø àÁŠHùó£ù£œ. 
âù«õ, Þ‰Fò Üó² õ¡º¬ø¬ò M´ˆ¶, 
ªñ¡º¬ø Íô‹ ðòƒèóõ£Fè¬÷ ÜµAù£™, 
ï£†®½œ÷ Ü¬ùˆ¶ ñ‚èÀ‹, õ¡º¬ø¬ò 
M´ˆ¶, ªñ¡º¬øò£÷˜è÷£èñ£P ï£†®Ÿ° 
ï¡¬ñ ªêŒõ£˜èœ.

ÜŠªð£¿¶î£¡ Þ‰Fò ï£´, àôè‹ «ð£ŸÁ‹ 
Cø‰î ï£ì£è æƒA õ÷¼‹. ï£Qô‹ àŒ»‹.

ªð£¡ªñ£N Ã®õ£¿‹ Þò™¹ Þ™ô£îõÂ‚° êºî£ò  õ£›¾ ïôñ£è  Þ¼‚è£¶. & «û‚vHò˜.

ô…ê‹ îM˜Š«ð£‹!
ªï…ê‹ GI˜Š«ð£‹!!!
                Þõ¡ & Ü¡¬ù ªîóê£ «ðó¬õ

Ý‹ âQ™, Ü‰î‚ è£†C¬ò àƒèœ 

¬è«ðCJ™ (Mobile Phone) ðìªñ´ƒèœ. 

Ü¬î âƒèÀ‚° C®&J™ MõóƒèÀì¡ 

ÜÂŠH ¬õ»ƒèœ. àKò ïìõ®‚¬è‚° 

ÜÂŠH ¬õŠ«ð£‹. ô…êˆ¬î åN‚è 

Þ¬í‰¶ ð£´ð´«õ£‹. õ£¼ƒèœ. å¡Á 

Ã´«õ£‹.

cƒèœ ô…ê‹ ªè£´Šðõó£?
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  ªð£¡ªñ£N Fø¬ñ»œ÷ ñQîÂ‚°ˆ Þ‰î àôè‹ ò£¼¬ìò Cð£K²‹ Þ™ô£ñ™ õNM´‹.                              

                                                      & ªüó£† ªüŒó¡ð£˜‚

èõ¬ô

C™ªô¡ø °O˜è£ŸÁ i²‹ Üì˜‰î 
ð²¬ñò£ù è£†®™ Cƒè‹ å¡Á õCˆ¶ 

õ‰î¶. ÜîŸ° ªó£‹ð ï£÷£è«õ å¼ èõ¬ô 
ñù¬î ÜKˆ¶‚ªè£œ®¼‰î¶.

ÜFè£¬ôJ™ «êõ™ Ã¾Aø êˆîˆ¬î‚ 
«è†ì¾ì«ù ï´ƒè Ýó‹H‚°‹. 'îì‚' â¡Á 
å¼ ðò‹ Cƒèˆ¬î Å›‰¶ ªè£œÀ‹. ê†ªì¡Á 
è‡MNˆ¶M´‹. Üî¡ Hø° Cƒèˆ¶‚° 
É‚è«ñ õó£¶.

'«ê! â¡ù õ£›‚¬è Þ¶! è£†´‚«è Üóê¡ ï£¡. 
â¡«ù£ì ðôˆ¶‚° ß´ Þ¬í â¶¾‹ Þ™¬ô. 
Þ¼ŠHÂ‹ Ü‰î ÜŸð põ¡ Ã¾‹ «ð£¶ âù‚° 
ðòñ£è Þ¼‚«è. ÞŠð® ðò‰¶ ðò‰¶ âˆî¬ù 
ï£†èœ õ£›õ¶? Þªî™ô£‹ å¼ õ£›‚¬èò£?  
â¡Á G¬ùˆ¶‚ èõ¬ôŠð†ì¶.

ÞŠð®«ò èõ¬ô»ì¡ î¡Â¬ìò ó£ü ï¬ì 
î÷˜‰¶ «ð£è «ê£è «ê£èñ£è ïì‰¶ õ‰î¶.

Üî¡ âFK™ ò£¬ù å¡Á î¡ ºèˆ¬î Iè¾‹ 
«ê£èñ£è ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ î¡ è£¶è¬÷ 
º¡Â‹ H¡Â‹ Ü®ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡«ì õ‰î¶. 
Ü¬îŠ ð£˜ˆî Cƒè‹, 'â¡ùŠð£! «ê£èñ£ 
Þ¼Šð¶ «ð£ôˆ ªîK»-¶? àù‚° â¡ù èõ¬ô. 
à¡«ù£ì àì™ ðôˆ¬î ð£˜ˆî£«ô Hó£Eèœ 
A´A´ªõù ï´ƒ°«ñ? ã¡ ÞŠð® ºèˆ¬î 
C‚v æ ‚÷£‚ «ðv ñ£FK õ„C‚A†´ Þ¼‚è?" 
â¡ø¶.

â¡ùªõ¡Á ï£¡ ªê£™õ¶. Þšõ÷¾ àì™ 
ðô‹ Þ¼‰¶‹ Þ«î£ â¡ è£¶ ð‚èˆ¶ô ðø‚°«î 
°÷M! Þ¬îŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ ï£¡ âŠð®Š ðòŠð´A«ø¡ 

ªîK»ñ£? Þ¶ ñ†´‹ â¡ è£¶‚°œ«÷ «ð£Œ 
ªè£†® M†ì£™ «ð£¶‹. â¡ àJ«ó «ð£ŒM´‹. 
Þ‰î ñ£FK °†® °†® ü‰¶‚èœ â¡ è£¶‚°œ÷ 
«ð£è£ñ™ Þ¼‚èˆî£¡ ÞŠð® â¡ è£¶è¬÷ 
æò£ñ™ Ý†®‚A†«ì Þ¼‚«è¡.

Cô «ïóƒèO™ êLŠð£ «î£µ¶. õ£† â ¬ôŠ? 
â¡ù ªêŒò? ï‹ñ ð¬ìŠ¹ ÜŠð®! â¡Á 
ªê£™LM†´ ªð¼Í„² M†ì¶ ò£¬ù.

«ò£Cˆ¶ ð£˜ˆî¶ Cƒè‹. Þ‰î àôA™ Hø‰î 
â™ô£¼‚°‹ ãî£õ¶ å¼ èõ¬ô Þ¼‚èˆî£¡ 
ªêŒAø¶. Þ¬î«ò «ò£Cˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î£™ 
ï‹ð ñù‹î£¡ ð£F‚èŠð´Aø¶. ï‹ñ ðô‹ 
â™ô£‹ «ð£Œ õ£›‚¬è«ò ÅQòñ£ù¶ «ð£™ 
«î£µ‹. ÞQ «î¬õ Þ™ô£î Þ‰î èõ¬ô¬ò 
ñø‰¶ M†´ ï™ô Mûòƒè¬÷«ò «ò£C‚èŠ 
«ð£«ø¡. ÜŠ«ð£¶î£¡ àì‹¹‹, ñù²‹ ªî‹ð£ 
Þ¼‚°‹. Þ‰î‚ èõ¬ô â¡ð¶ å¼ â½‹¹¼‚A 
«ï£Œ «ð£ô Þ¶ ï‹¬ñ ªè£…ê‹ ªè£ƒêñ£ 
ÜK„C´‹ â¡ø à‡¬ñ¬ò àí˜‰¶ ªè£‡´ 
G‹ñFò¬ì‰î Cƒè‹, ó£üï¬ì ïì‰¶ Þ¬ó 
«îì„ ªê¡ø¶.

(cF‚è¬î)
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Letter to the Editor
"ñî˜ GÎv" ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚°,

õí‚è‹. "Ü¡¬ùJ¡ ÜŸ¹î ðEèÀ‚° è÷ƒè‹ èŸHˆî èòõ˜èÀ‚° î¡ è¼ˆî£ö‹ 

I‚è Ü´‚° õKè÷£™ ê¾‚è® ªè£´ˆî "F¼ «êMò˜" Üõ˜èÀ‚° õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ, 

àƒèœ ÞîN¡, "ÞòŸ¬è ¬õˆFò‹" Ü¼¬ñ. "«ï˜¬ñ‚° õL¬ñ à‡´" ñQî¼œ 

ñ£E‚èˆ¬î ðì‹ H®ˆ¶‚ è£†®ò¶.

     ªî£ìó†´‹ àƒèœ Ü¼†ðE!

                                                                  Ü¡¹ì¡,

                    T. ó£üèô£ ê£‹ê¡

         °†ì°N, è¡Qò£°ñK ñ£õ†ì‹.
 Ü¡¹œ÷ ÝCKò˜ Üõ˜èÀ‚°,

õí‚è‹. " ï£¡ ñî˜ GÎv Þî¬ö ñ£î‹ «î£Á‹ õ£CŠð¶‡´. ÞF™ ñ£˜„ 2015 

ÞîN™ Þ¬í ÝCKò˜ A «êMò˜ Üõ˜èœ "Ü¡¬ù¬ò àî£óíñ£è ¬õˆ¶ "õÁ¬ñ, 

ã›¬ñ, «ï˜¬ñ"¬ò ðŸP ÃPM†´ õÁ¬ñ»‹ & õÁ¬ñJù£™ ãŸð†ì Høó¶ ðC¬ò»‹ 

«ð£‚è â¡ù ªêŒò «õ‡´‹ âù àí˜ˆF, Hø¼‚° "â¡ èì¡ ðEªêŒ¶ AìŠð«î" 

â¡Á‹ ï£‹ Hø¼‚° ï¡¬ñ ªêŒ»‹ ªð£¿¶ bòõ˜èœ Cô˜ °¬ø ÃÁõ£˜èœ. 

ÜŠªð£¿¶ ï£‹ "ê‰Fó¬ùŠ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡´ Hø¼‚° ï¡¬ñ ªêŒõ¬î Ü™ô¶ 

Høó¶ ðC¬ò «ð£‚°î¬ô ªî£ìó «õ‡´‹ â¡Á ÃPò¶ â¡¬ù «ñ½‹ Hø¼‚° 

Üî£õ¶ "Ýîó¾ ÜŸøõ˜èÀ‚° àîõ «õ‡´‹" â¡ø â‡íˆ¬î M¬ó¾ð´ˆF 

àœ÷¶. 

       «ñ½‹ îƒèœ ðEªî£ìó õ£›ˆ¶‚èœ!

                                                                  Ü¡¹ì¡,

                    P.ªð£¡ªê™õ¡& ªüQð£ 

                  W›è†ì¬÷, ªê¡¬ù& 117
Dear sir,

V.O.C. 4b & Arc. conducted Mega Mag. Exhibition wherein  'Mother News' displayed... kindly arrange to 

issue Books for our students...

Librarian V.O.C. Library
All India progressive forum 

Tamilnadu Art & Literature Association 
Old Port. Beach road

Tuticorin

ïŸð‡¹èœ â¡Á‹ ï†êˆFóƒèÀ‚° Þ¬ì«ò ê‰Fó¬ùŠ «ð£™ Hóè£C‚è                  
õ™ô¶.                                          & «ê‹ñ¡
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